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By

Thomas David Wood

March, 1971

Chairman: Dr. Williard E. Stone

Co-chairman: Dr. S. C. Yu

Major Department: Deparlm.ent of Accounting

The importance of conglorr.eiates necessitates a study of their

behavior. Eight behavioral characteristics attributed conglomerates by

financial writers and analysts have been hypothesized and each hy-

pothesis tested. Forty-three firms commonly regarded as conglora--

erates v;ere used to accumulate data appropriate to the tests of the

hypotheses

.

The hypothesized characteristics are:

1. Conglomerates are diversified companies.

2. The diversification of conglomerates is accomplished

through acquisitions.

3. Acquisitions are a continuing phenomenon.

4. Conglomerates have high earnings per share growth

rate objectives .

5. Conglomerates are aggressive acquirers.

6. Conglomerates can afford to experiment with their
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acquisitions. Poor selections are disposed of as

going concerns more easily than components whicli

were gained through internal expansion.

7. Management of the acquired firm is retained. Re-

tention of management is likely to have attendant

advantages

.

8. Conglomerates are rather loosely structured organi-

zationally. Larger acquisitions are made into divi-

sions and the divisions operate nearly autonomously.

Tests of the hypotheses were as follows. Tests of tne di-

versification hypothesis are the firms' sales mix and product variety.

There are three tests for the hypothesis that diversification was

achieved through acquisitions: goals of the firm, the frequency of

acquisitions and the effect of earnings purchased on the total earn-

ings of the conglomerate. The hypothesis that acquisitions are an

on-going activity was tested by the frequency of acquisitions,

growth rate goals of the firms and motivations basic to acquisition

policy.

Four tests were made of the hypothesis that conglomerates

have high growth rats goals: stated goals of the firms, growth rates

achieved, emphasis on growth through acquisition rather than through

internal means and the magnitude of the effect of purchased earrdngs
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on the conglomerates' total earnings. The hypothesis that conglom-

erates are aggressive acquirers was tested by: the frequency of

acquisitions, sell-off activity, bidding for prospective firms, move-

ment of purchase price over time and the variety of purchase terms

used. There are three tests of the ease of sell-off of acquired

firm.s hypothesis: sell-off activity of the selected conglomerates,

stated policy of the firms and retention of management of acquired

firms

.

The hypothesis that management of acquired firms is kept

was tested by reference to the policy of the firms with respecl; to

retaining management, contingent payments to m.anagem.ent based on

future profits and stock options offered management of firms acquired.

There are five tests of the hypothesis that conglcmierates are loosely

structured: the number of divisions of the conglomerates, method

of operating their divisions, purchase price payments contingent on

future profits, the structure and function of the firras' executive

m.anagemcnt and central office functions perform.ed for divisions.

Based on the results of the tests all the hypotheses were

accepted as characteristics of conglomerates.

It was" concluded that there are several significant implicatiom

for the future, assuming that conglomerates continue to behave as

they have in the past. Among the implications are: 1) continued

ix



divers ificQLion to achieve the benefits of risk reduction both by

conglomcidtes and other firms competing for capital funds; ?.) an

increase in the size and number of firms acquired; 3) prices for

potential candidates for take-over will likely rise. This will ne-

cessitate greater returns on investment; 4) a decline in the rate of

merger failures will follow as conglomerates and 'other firms become

more expert; 5) management efficiency and specialization will need

to be increased and appropriate training methods devised; and 5)

conglomerate behavior will promote a greater need for the study of

what motivates management and investors.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The number of mergers and acquisitions in American business

rose sharply in the years 1966, 1967 and 1968. In 1966, 1,745

mergers were consummated ^ and in 1957, 2,975.^ There were

nearly 4,500 mergers in 1968.^ Acquisition activity in these three

years may be compared with that in three earlier periods. Between

4

1895 and 1904, a ten year period, there were 3,012 acquisitions.

In the seven year period from 1925 to 1931, 5,846 mergers and ac-

quisitions took placed and in the eleven years from 1955 to 1965

there were 5,6 09 acquisitions.

Much of the growth in acquisition activity has been attributed

^Advertising Age_, XXXDC, No. 13 (March 25, 1958), 1.

^Ibid., XXXIX, No. 14 (April 1, 1968), 4.

^Ibid.

"^U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Currcnt_Busl!l£^g

'

1957 -195 9, "Historical Statistics of the U.S.," p. 572.

5l_bid.

^Mergers and Acquisitions , I, No. 1 (Fall, 1965), 39.



to a number of corporate acquirers v.'hose expansionary methods do

not fit Ibe traditional pattern. Companies in this group have been

given the name conglomerates or finoncial conglomerates. Most of

the firms commonly placed in this category have been in existence

less than fifteen years, and part of the reason for their increasing

prominence is their rapidly growing size. For example, in the 19G7

Fortune magazine's 5 00 largest U.S. corporations, there are thirty-

three companies classified as conglomerates. Three of these were

not in the 1966 list, and only eleven of the thirty-three v^ere on

the 1955 list in one corporate form or another.

There arc at least two reasons, then, for the increasing im-

portance of conglomerates in the U.S. economy. One is the impact

of conglomerates on the number of acquisitions and m.ergers . An-

other is the growth in the size of conglomerates, and their contri-

bution to Gross National Product. Their importance can be m.easured

by the attention given them by financial writers and analysis and by

the interest shov/n in the conglom.erates' equity securities by the

securities markets .

Conglomerates have much significance for accountants. The

growth of the conglomerate forra has contributed to the beginnings of

^Fortune, IX<VII, No. 7 (June 15, 1968), 205ff,



a re-evaluation of the purchase technique versus the pooling of in-

terest technique in preparing consolidated financial statements. This

is of particular importance because most financial statements read

by the public are consolidated. It follows that part of the accoun-

tant's training must center on consolidation principles and procedures

Another reason for the significance of conglomerates to accountants

is the consequences for income tax purposes. One such conse-

quence is the possibility of a taxable gain or loss where securities

are exchanged or in a cash transaction. A secoiid consequence is

the possibility of a required adjustm.ent to the depreciable basis of

assets involved in the transaction.

If appropriate accounting procedures or techniques are to be

applied, or new ones developed, accountants and others must have

an understanding of conglomerates. One aspect of a complete un-

derstanding of conglomerates is an understanding of the manner in

which conglomerates act. Thus, it is a proper object of inquiry to

investigate the behavioral characteristics of conglomerates.

Purpo se

This dissertation will hypothesize the behavioral characteris-

tics of congTomerates . Tests of the validity of the hypotheses will

be made. As a result of the tests, the hypotheses will be accepted

or rejected.



Melliodo l oci y

After d study of the financial literature, the following eight

hypotheses are examined and tested:

1. Conglomerates are diversified companies.

2. The diversification of conglomerates is accomplished

through acquisitions.

3. Acquisitions are a continuing phenomenon.

4. Conglomerates have high earnings per share grcv/th

rate objectives.

5. Conglomerates are aggressive acquirers,

6. Conglomerates can afford to experiment with their

acquisitions. Poor selections are disposed of as going

concerns more easily than com.ponents which were

gained through internal expansion.

7. Management of the acquired firm is retained. Retention

of managem.ent is likely to have attendant advantages.

8. Conglomerates are rather loosely structured organiza-

tionally. Larger acquisitions are made into divisions,

and the divisions operate nearly autonomously.

The hypotheses ser/e the purpose of guiding the selection of

relevant data.

The data were accumulated from the study of the behavior of



forty-three companies selected because they are commonly regarded

as conglomerates by financial writers and journals. These firms

are taken as representative of the conglomerate category, and they

o

are listed in Appendix I.

Major Sources of Data

Among the primary sources of data are:

1. Annual reports of the selected firms. For the most

part, the reports for the years 1953 to 1S68 were used.

Data shown as 19G8 data include those of corporations

with fiscal years ending in the first six months of

1969. These reports were the basic source for deter-

mining objectives of the firms and financial information,

2 . Listing Statements to the New Yor k. Stock Excha nge

.

Financial information relative to firms acquired was ob-

tained from this source. In addition, certain qualita-

tive information concerning factors influencing the ac-

quisition decision v/as found,

3. Evaluations and analyses by brokerage firms and invest-

ment analysts. These provided fruitful sources of data

about the history of the firms.

p
'^Appendices begin on p. 120.



4. Articles in financial journdls aiid newspapers. These

provided a variety of information, including supplemen-

tary data to announcements by officials of the firms.

5. Reprints of speeches made by company officers.

Other sources, such as Moody's Investor's Services and

Standard and Poor's ,were used mainly as secondary sources with

which data independently gathered could be com.pared

.

Limitations

Whenever a selection process is applied, limitations arise.

No attempt will be made to examine every possible candidate for

designation as a conglomerate for data relevant to the hypotheses.

Such an undertaking is clearly unmanageable. It is necessary to

choose certain companies as representative of the whole category.

The forty-three companies were selected after a broad revicv; of the

literature of finance, and the firms chosen are those most frequently

classified as conglomerates.

Limitations on data had a bearing on the firms selected.

Data concerning acquisitions are available in sufficient detail only

in the company's annual report or in the Nov/ York Stock Exchange

Listing Statements . There are no comparable docum.ents to the T.ist -

ing Statements for firms listed on the American Stock Exchange.



Thus, where annual reports are not sufficiently explicit, data are

not available. For this reason, firms selected are Now York Stock

Exchange listces only.

The lack of data poses certain limitations. While an attempt

was made to gather pertinent data for every acquisition of each of

the selected firms, such information is not available in every case.

It is not com.mon, for example, for firms to supply the purchase

price of fitms acquired in transactions where cash only is used.

Occasionally, this inforn-iation can be obtained, but such instances

are rare. The lack of data in cash purchases is not considered

critical because the bulk of acquisitions are not purely for cash,

although for analytical purposes it would be useful to have the cash

price.

For some transactions in stock, particularly smaller acqui-

sitions, the purchase price cannot be determined. Data sources, as

stated, are mainly Listing Statements with the New York Stock

Exchange. These Listing S tatements are required only when the ac-

quisition involves the issuance of additional securities. Thus, when

the purchase can be consumm.aled with treasury shares, data need

not be published unless the acquiring firm chooses.

Especially in the acquisitions of smaller firms, income data

of the acquired firm arc often unavailable, even though the purchase



price may be ascertained. Firms such as Teledyne, U.S. Industries

and others make a practice of buying smaller firms.

Aside from the limitations on acquisition data, additional in-

formation is frequently not available. For example, som.e manage-

ments do not provide sales figures in a fashion -conducive to deter-

mining sales by industry. Others do not publish sales mix data.

In some instances estimates can be made, and where this was

possible it has been done.

Some firms do not state the objectives or goals of the firm.

An exam.ple of a goal which has been stated by many of the firms is

the goal of a high rate of grov;th of earnings per share. This is

relevant information for several of the hypotheses.

Certain motivations which may influence behavior are often

not explicit. In these cases, it is possible to look only at the

effect rather than the cause. An example may be given v/ith respect

to the motives which lead a particular company to acquire other

firms. Management may not explicitly state the reasons for acquir-

ing, but, if diversification follows, it is possible that a motive for

acquiring other firms is diversification. This is not to say that each

acquisition of' each of the selected firms will be evaluated as to

underlying motives, for such is not the intention. Rather the motives

for acquiring v.-ill be evaluated only in broad perspective as they are

relevant to the hypotheses.



Post--Qcquisition earnings data of the acquired company can-

not be determined because of the reporting techniques of conglom-

erates. Divisional reports are not made public, and the earnings

information of a particular acquired firm is not available once the

merger is consummated. Thus, tlie effect of a single acquired

firm on the acquiring firm cannot be assessed. For this reason, in-

formation concerning the influence of the acquired firm on the growth

of earnings per share of the acquiring firm must be reported by the

acquiring firmi or the information cannot be known. These data are

important to a com.parison of internal versus external earnings growth,

At least in large measure, internal growth in earnings comes from

the expansion of earnings of previously acquired firms. Fortunately,

many of the selected firms have published earnings grov;th data in

one form or another.

Finally, although no empirical data were gathered to support

or refute this conjecture, the author believes that the behavioral

characteristics hypothesized here are not general characteristics of

all corporations, but rather they are peculiar to conglomerates.



CHAPTER II

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HYPOTHESES

In this chapter, the hypotheses set out in the previous chap-

ter will be examined in turn. As each hypotliesis is presented, se-

lected references to financial journals and analysts will be made to

demonstrate the significance of the hypothesized behavioral charac-

teristics, and a logical defense of each hypothesis will be made.

Finally, a line of reasoning will be offered to show how the hypoth-

eses cohere as a group.

The Hypothesis That Conglomerates Are Diversified Companies

Financial writers and analysts consider diversification as a

behavioral characteristic of conglomerates. One writer calls con-

clomiCrates "... enterprises which com.bine a variety of unrelated

business under a single roof."" Ira U. Cobleigh believes that con-

glomerates are lineal descendants of the old business trusts except

^"Rfipid Growth Through Mergers," Financial World, CXXV,
No. 14 (Septc'mber 6, 1956), 14.

10
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2
that conglomerates are in several industries. He calls conglorn-

3
erates "diversified multiple cornpcinics !' Harvey H. Segal des-

cribes a conglomerate as a " . . . group of companies v;hich op-

erate in separate markets and are held together by bonds of financial

and administrative authority." A business periodical states that a

motive for acquisition is diversification. Most descriptions of

conglomerates contain a reference to their diversification.

Given certain assumptions about the effects of the behavior

of conglomerates, it can be reasoned that conglomeraLes should di-

versify. For example, if it is assumed that a higher market price

per share of a conglomerate's stock is more desirable than a lower

price, per dollar of earnings, and if it is assumed that diversifica-

tion has the effect of reducing business risk by spreading it, then

it seems to follow that a lower capitalization rate would be applied

by the market to the earnings of a diversified firm than to those of

a firm which is not diversified. This will yield a higher market

price for the diversified firm's shares, all other things equal.

^Ira U. Cobleigh, "Conglomerate Comments," Comm ercial and

Financial Chronicle , CCVII, No. 6790 (December 19, 1968), 4.

-^Ibid.

"^Harvey H. Segal, "The Urge to Merge: The Time of the

Conglomerates," New York Times Magazine (October 27, 1968), p. 32

'"^

Busine ss Weck^ (March 2, 1968), p. 39.
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The assumption that a higher price per share is more desir-

able than a lov^/er price is not unrealistic for at least two reasons.

First, the higher the price per share, the fewer shares that must be

given to acquire another firm. Second, it seems obvious that the

conglomerates' shareholders prefer that their shares have a higher

price in the market than a lower one. Management holding stock

options is also likely to have a preference for the higher price.

The Hypotheses That Conglomerates Achieve Diversification Through

Acquisition and That Acquisitions Are a Continuing Phenomenon

These two hypotheses are conveniently treated simultaneously

because once conglom.erates begin to acquire for diversification, or

for whatever reason, there is an incentive to continue to acquire.

This will be explained below.

In financial literature it is commonly stated that diversifica-

tion cam.e about through acquisitions and that acquisitions continue.

Cobleigh, quoted earlier, went on to describe conglomerstes as

diversified companies "... created through a series of acquisitions

and am.algam.ations of companies . . . .' Another financial

analyst describes conglomerates as diversifying through acquiring

other firms.' Moreover, acquiring other firms is an on-going

Cobleigh, oo. cit .

Joseph D'Aleo, "The Conglomerates, A Wall Street Appraisal,

Mergers and Acquisitions, III, No. 3 (May-June, 1868), 53,
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activity according to the same analyst. Acquisitions are routine,

Q

a part of the day-to-day operation of the company. Another v/rit-

er believes that continued acquisition is necessary in order to main-

9
tain high growth rates in earnings.

Conglomerates may be expected to diversify througl-i acquisi-

tion because there are several advantages to this type of diversifi-

cation over diversifying by expanding internally. Among the advan-

tages are:

1. Acquisition is quicker.

2. It may be less costly.

3. Financing may be easier.

4. There is less risk.

5. Tax considerations may be favorable.

6. Competition may be eliminated.

An explanation of each of these advantages seems in order.

When an acquisition occurs, revenues are generated imm.edi-

ately and the desired effect of diversification is achieved at once.

^Ibid

.

"Conglomerates --Pros and Cons," Financial World , CXXX,

No. 5 (July 31, 1968), 2.7.

^^J. Fred Weston and Eugene F. Brigham. Manag erial Financ e

(2d ed.; New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, ©1966), pp. 536f.
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When diversification is undertaken by internal means, time must be

allowed for start-ups, test runs, etc. Moreover, a market is

likely to exist for the acquired firm's product, v^hile markets must

be developed for products newly conceived.

Whether diversification through acquisition is less expensive

than through internal means cannot be demonstrated a posteriori.

The reason is that internal investment and acquisition cannot both

be done to carry out an identical diversification plan. Thus, no

comparison can be made. However, it can be argued a priori that

under certain conditions acquisition may be cheaper. For example,

in instances when share prices are depressed it is likely that buy-

ing a firm's stock is less expensive than building nev; facilities.

Diversification through acquisition can be financed more

easily than diversification through internal means because equity se-

curities may be used only in the former case. This conclusion re-

quires the following assumptions. First, the firm is starting at a

given size and wishes to expand and diversify. Second, equity se-

curities are "easier" financing than raising cash. Third, the major-

ity of internal diversification requires cash. The required assump-

tions are not too limiting if a firm can be imagined existing at a

point in time, desiring to diversify, and lacking the required cash

on hand

.
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Acquisitions involve less risk than interna] diversification be-

cause going concerns can be sold more easily and with less chance

of loss than individual components. This is true partly because the

management of a going concern may accompany it, which is not

likely to be the case if a plant is sold off, and partly because a

market exists for going concerns. Both these points are discussed

in more detail under the aggressiveness hypothesis, the ease of

selling acquired firms hypothesis and the retention of management

hypothesis

.

Tax consideratioiis are several. First, stock for stock ex-

changes generally are tax-free. Thus, no income tax consequences

are likely to arise when one firm, acquires another by exchanging

equity securities. This, of course, is beneficial to the seller,

whose gain may be deferred until the securities are sold. Under

the purchase method of recording acquisitions, the buyer may acquire

a stepped-up basis in assets for depreciation purposes when cash or

debt are used as the medium of exchange. Second, the buyer may

purchase net operating loss carry-overs because of the ability to

carry losses backv;ards (or forwards) against the buyer's own income.

Such a loss can bring im.mediate tax relief of about forty-eight cents

per dollar of loss purchased. It is possible for the value of the loss

carry-over to approximate the selling price making the acquisition

extremely attractive. Third, loss carry-overs of the buyer may
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enable it to pay a sizeable premium for an acquired firm's income

stream which vv^ill come tax-free to the buyer because of the effect

of offsetting the buyer's prior losses against the acquired firm's in-

come. None of these tax advantages are applicable to diversifica-

tion through internal expansion.

As for the elimination of competition, it appears that, in

view of the current tone of anti-trust sentiment as manifest in the

Ling-Temco-Vought and Jones and Laughlin Steel Company merger

and the proposed merger between International Telephone and Tele-

graph and the American Broadcasting Compai;iy, the conglomerate

would find it unfavorable to give evidence of attempting to eliminate

competition, whether it expands internally or externally.

Except for the sixth factor, elimination of competition, all

the factors mentioned give substantial reason to expect that con-

glomerates would diversify by acquisition rather than by internal

means .

The rationale for the third hypothesis, that conglomerates con-

tinue to make acquisitions, is complex. This is true because it

involves a determination of the motives of the conglomerate to ac-

quire other ffrms

.

It may be well to point out that m.otives are human traits.
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not corporate ones. Thus, the use of the phrase •'motives of the

conyloinerate" means motivations of the conglom.erate's management.

Similarly, the notion "conglomerate behavior" is intended as a mani-

festation of the motives of its policy makers.

One important reason for expecting conglomerates to continue

to make acquisitions is so that the conglomerate can maintain high

earnings per share growth rates. To generate a high growth rate is

sufficient reason for beginning acquisitions. There are myriad other

reasons, such as to provide diversification, to forestall failure and

renew the firm's life cycle, to avoid anti-tmst action, to take ad-

vantage of tax losses, to simply expand, to acquire managem.ent, to

gain leverage or liquidity, to exploit an advantage or to simply build

a company of the General Motors type.

Of course, motives can change. For example, a motive to

acquire to take advantage of existing tax loss carry-overs will ul-

timately become meaningless as the losses are fully absorbed. This

motive is likely to be replaced by one or several of the others.

Once the acquisition program is begun the impetus to continue

to acquire is great because if the growth rate falls, the market is

likely to vaTue the firm's stock downward. This can create other

problems for management who, it has been stated, prefer higher

share orices to lower ones.
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This hypothesis must be given a broad rather than a strict

interpretation. Carried to its logical extreme, it suggests that con-

glomerates will continue to acquire other firms indefinitely. Ob-

viously, this is impossible inasmuch as the number of firms avail-

able to be acquired is not infinite.

The Hypothesis That Conglomerates Have High Earnings_Growth

Rate Goals

Financial journals have been replete with articles, analyses

and m.arket recommendations extolling the "growth" potential of con-

glomerates. Conglomerates are commonly regarded as "growth" com-

panies, and this is stated as a truism not requiring substantiation.

The literature has many examples of high earnings growth rates

generated by conglomerates. Earnings growth rates as high as 36

per cent compounded annually between 1951 and 1955 for Litton

Industries, ^^ 15 per cent for Textron in the same five year period, 12

and 14.5 per cent for FMC from 1956 to 1965^^ may be cited.

Forbes has stated that conglomerates set high growth rate goals in

14
earnirigs .

l^ The Magaz ine of Wall Stre et, CXIX, No. 11 (February 4,

1967), 67.

l^ibidf, CXIX, No. 8 (December 24, 1967), 354.

l^ibid., CXIX No. 11 (February 4, 1967), 43.

l^"The Multi-Companies: Conglomerate, Agglomerate and In-

Between," Forbes , CUT, No. 1 (January 1, 1969), 77.
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It is expected that conglomerates should strive for high

growth rates in earnings per share. A theoretical example will

illustrate how the growth in earnings may be generated.

To achieve some increase in earnings per sliare in a given

time period under ceteris paribus conditions of internal growth, it

is necessary only that the acquiring firm find a willing prospect

with a lower price-earnings ratio. Assume an acquiring firm with a

price-earnings ratio of 15 and a prospective acquired firm with a

price-earnings ratio of 10. Assume, further, that the acquiring

firm's earnings per share are $1.00 and the acquired firm's, $2
.
00.

The market price of the acquiring firm's shares is $15.00 and the

price of the acquired firm's is $2 0.00. The acquiring firm can pay

up to fifteen times the earnings of the acquired firm in the acquiring

firm's own shares and still increase its own earnings per share.

Assume the acquiring firm is willing to pay fourteen times

the acquired firm's earnings, and that they agree to exchange com-

mon stock on that basis. This price represents a 40 per cent pre-

mium over the market price of the acquired firm. For simplicity,

further assume that both acquiring firm and acquired firm have 1,000

shares of common stock outstanding. The acquiring firm will give

$28,000 for th.e acquired firm (1,000 shares times $2.00 earnings

per share times fourteen). In its own shares, the acquiring firm
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too ono

must give ],8G7 shares fit")- ^^^^^^^ ^° ^^^^ ''°°° ^•^^''^'' ^'^

ready outstanding, the acquiring firm now has 2,867 shares out-

standing. Taking into account the earnings purchased from the ac

quired firm, the acquiring firm's total earnings rise from $1,000

($1,000 X $1.00) to $3,000 ($1,000 + $2,000). With 2,867 shai

now outstanding, the earnings per share of the acquiring firm is

equal to about $1.05 per share ( ^if ) • This results in an in-

crease in earnings in this period of 5 per cent, solely as a result

of the act of acquiring.

It may be seen from the example that a desired annual growth

in earnings may be manipulated to a limited extent by varying the

premium paid for an acquired firm. This is especially trae in cases

where the price-earnings ratio of the acquirer is two or three times

that of the prospective acquired firm. A high growth rate can be

generated while at the same time large premiums over market price

can be paid to the acquired firm's shareholders.

im.-
The example presented may also demonstrate, at least

plicitly, why conglomerates desire high growth rates. High growth

rates in earnings are likely to create a favorable appraisal by the

market of the conglomerates' shares, perhaps resulting in still a

higher price-earnings ratio. The higher the price-earnings ratio of

the acquiring firm, relative to that of the acquired firm, the higher

the growth rate that may result.
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This rationale for high growth rate goals also serves as

grounds for the hypothesis that acquisitions are a continuing phe-

nomenon for conglomerates . Under the favorable reJative price-

earnings ratios described above, more acquisitions yield more

earnings, and so on. In addition, a cessation of acquisition ac-

tivity may cause a decline in earnings growth which may be viewed

unfavorably by the market, v«/ith obvious undesirable effects on the

conglomerate.

Corollary to the third and fourth hypotheses, that acquisi-

tions are a continuing phenomenon and that conglomerates have high

growth rate goals, is the notion that growth rates are generated

more by acquisition than by internal means. This is reasoned on

grounds presented earlier, that expansion is more easily accomplished

by acquiring going concerns than by internal means.

The Hypothesis That Conglom.erates Are Aggressive Acquirers

The belief of financial writers and analysts that conglomer-

ates have aggressive acquisition policies is exemplified by Joseph

D'Aleo, cited earlier. He describes conglomerate acquisition be-

havior as offensive rather than defensive. Conglomerates acquire

when the opportunity presents itself, not v/ith a view toward seeking

balance in their acquisitions. One writer has described the

^^ D'Aleo, o£. cit. , 53.
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.,16 Barton M.
acquisition policy of concilomeratcs as "ambitious

Biggs believes that conglomerates must acquire more iiinno or bigger

ones to avoid a decline in growth rates, and as a consequence a

decline in the price-earnings ratio. ^^ Biggs also suggests that

competition for likely candidates for take-overs requires that con-

1 Q

glomerates be aggressive in their acquisition policy.^

The rationale for the aggressiveness hypothesis is partly de-

pendent on acceptance of the reasoning of the preceding four hy-

potheses, partly on the reasoning of the hypothesis that acquisitions

are easily sold and partly on conditions of the market for going

concerns. Tne chain of reasoning is as follows: given that con-

glomerates desire to diversify and to maintain a high growth rate in

earnings, and given that both these desires are fulfilled through ac-

quisitions, then conglomerates must pursue potential candidates.

There are many conglomerates, each pursuing firms. This creates a

market where demand for possible acquisitions is heavy. Such a

market, where demand is heavy, is likely to promote aggressive

acquisition policies inasmuch as mistakes can be easily overcome by

^^ "What's a Conglomerate?" Business Week (August 10,

1968), p. 70.

1^ Barton M. Biggs, "Day of Reckoning?" Barron's
,
XLVII,

No. 3 C^.pril 3, 1957), 3.

l^Ibid., 14.
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selling off undesirable acquisitions. Thus, the conglomerate can

afford to be aggressive in its acquisitions and may even experiment

by buying firms conditionally,-^' knowing that they can be sold

easily.

The Hypothes is Tha t Conglomerates Sell Acquired.

F

irms Easily

Many financial writers believe that it is characteristic be-

havior of conglorneratos to sell firms acquired in relatively large

numbers. One journal has estimated that 10 per cent of all acqui-

sitions in 1967', 2 per cent of 1968 acquisitions and 3 per cent

of those in 1969 were purchases of firms from conglomerate ac-

quircrs."--^ Other writers believe that sell-offs are numerous, and

that they are a result of the failure of an acquisition. According

to one analyst, conglomerates have the highest merger failure rate

2 1

of all firms, 42 per cent. Eamon M. Kelly has asserted that con

gjomerates have a high failure rate, and consequently they sell

many acquired firms. ' The main reason for the failure is that too

'^ Edith Penrose, The Theory of the Growth of the Firm

(Nev; York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1959), p. 179.

Mergers and Acquisitions, III, No. 6 (Noveraber - Decem-

ber, 1963), 63.

2^John Kitching, "V/hy Do Mergers Miscarry?" Hai-vard

Business Review , XLV, No. 6 (November-December, 1967), 91.

^^Eamon M. Kelly, The Profitability of Growth Through

Mergers (The Pennsylvania State University, 1967), p. 65.
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low a capitalization rate is applied to the expected earnings stream.

In other words, Kelly believes congloinerates pay too much for their

acquisitions, causing merger failures and scll-offs.

It has already been reasoned that an existing market for

going concerns facilitates sell-offs of acquired firms. Conglomer-

ates may prefer to sell whole firms on the grounds that it is less

expensive than divestiture of equivalent assets in an ad hoc fash-

ion when expansion has been internal. This reason is supported by

the rationale for the seventh hypothesis, that management of the

acquired firm is kept. Moreover, because a sale presupposes a

buyer as well as a seller, the buyer's preference for a going con-

cern for reasons previously stated will make going concerns more

easily sold.

The Uypothesis That Management of the Acquired Firm Is Kept

by the Acquiring Firm

One significant factor, cited by at least one writer in fi-

nance, in determining if a firm is to be acquired and what price is

23

to be paid is whether the acquired firm's management will remain.

He believes that a firm is more valuable as a potential candidate

for take-over if its management will accompany the firm. The

23 Mergers and Acquisitions , III, No. 1 (January-February,

1968), 80.
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Magazine of Wall Stre et has stated that managcinent , including

that acquired by the conglomerate, may be the conglomerate's main

asset, ^"^ and this seems to sum up the general tone of the litera-

ture with respect to the retention of management.

The reasons that conglomerates are expected to retain man-

agement of an acquiicd firm are several. First, a firm with m.an-

agement in place is more readily saleable than one v.'hose manage-

ment v;ill not accompany its firm. The reason is related to a sec-

ond reason; management familiar with the firm's operations is like-

ly to facilitate assimilation into the conglomerate. Third, consider-

ing the degree of diversification of the conglomerate and the number

of unrelated industries in which the conglomerate operates , the ac-

quired firm's management is much more likely to understand the in-

dustry and product of the firm acquired than is the conglomerate's

management. Fourth, if the firm is acquired primarily for its dem-

onstrated earnings capability, it may disturb that capability if the

rnanagem.erit responsible for making the earnings is replaced.

The Hypothesis That Conglomerates Are Loosely Struc tured With

Many Divisions

Those who write about conglomerates believe it is

"^''What's in Store Now for Conglomerates?" The Magazine
of Wall Street, CXXI, No. 13 (March 16, 1968), 33.
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characteristic of conglomeiates that ihcy operate acquired firms on

a decentralized basis in the areas of both management and account-

25
ing

.

Again, another journal reports that management of conglom-

erates is decentralized, each acquired firm operating almost inde-

2 6
pcndently of the management of the conglomerate. Moreover, con-

trol over the acquisition is limited, and operational integration of

27
the acquired firm is not an objective of the conglomerate. There

exist little or no common facilities between the acquired firm and

the acquiring firm, and almost no inter-company transfers of goods

take place. ^^

The rationale for this hypothesis is relatively simple and

partly relies on the reasons developed under the hypotheses that ac-

quired firms are easily divested and that management of acquired

firms is kept. A firm fully integrated with its affiliates, with com-

mon accounting systems, management, facilities, etc. is miuch less

likely to be saleable if a sale is desired, than a firm which is kept

decentralized. In addition, there is a considerable degree of

2S
A. A. Sommer, Jr. , "Conglomerate Disclosure: Friend or

Foe?" Journal of Accountancy , CXXIII, No. 5 (May, 1967), 64.

^^ The Magazine of Wall Street , CXXI, No. 13 (March 16,

1S68), 33. op. cit .

Ibid.

28
A. A. Sornmer, Jr., op. cit.



unrelatedness betwGen the various acquired firms of one conglomer-

ate, for example, a bank, a food service company and a steel mill.

Moreover, tliere is a lack of familiarity of the conglomerate's man-

agement with these diverse areas. Thus, the management of the ac-

quired firm needs a high degree of autonomy in the operation of his

firm .

The number of divisions of a conglomerate is, of course,

dependent on many factors , only one of which is the need for de-

centralization. It does not necessarily follow that decentralization

requires that each acquired firm be made a division. In som.e in-

stances one acquired firm may be made into several divisions, or

several acquired firms may be placed in a single division. It does

seem reasonable, however, that in a general sense there is a direct

relationship between a desire for decentralization and creating a di-

vision for each unrelated acquisition on the grounds that division-

alization is one means of decentralization.

The Rationale for the Hypothese s as a Group

While almost all of the hypotheses have a rationale indepen-

dent of the others, it is apparent that the rationale for several of

the hypotheses is nearly identical. This is true because all the

hypotheses set out are interrelated, that is, they are logically con-

sistent.
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To demonstrate the coherence of the hypotheses, the foUow-

ing line of reasoning is offered. Conglomerates acquire firm.s for

various reasons. Two important reasons are the desire to diversify

and the desire for high growth rates in earnings. Diversification is

desirable because it tends to reduce risk. Other things equal, risk

reduction will likely increase the price-earnings ratio by lowering

the rate at which earnings are capitalized. High growth rates in

earnings may have the same effect, that is, to raise the price-

earnings ratio. A higher price-earnings ratio means that the firm's

shares sell higher relative to those of firms with a greater risk and

a lower earnings growth rate. Higher share prices of the acquiring

firm are more desirable than lovv'er prices. One reason higher prices

are miore desirable is that acquisition is easier when the price-earn-

ings ratio of the acquiring firm is higher than that of the acquired

firm.

New acquisitions are a means of achieving both diversification

and high earnings growth rates. Often acquisitions are a better ve-

hicle to attain these goals than internal expansion. Once a con-

glomerate has a reputation for high growth rates, there is a strong

incentive to continue acquiring other firms, or the conglomerate's

earnings gr-owfh rate may stall and its shares will likely face a

downward re-evaluation by the market. This is to be avoided be-

cause the higher the conglomerate's share price, relative to its earn-

ings, the easier it is to acquire other firms.
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Because conglomerates have a strong impetus to acquire, and

because the number of possible candidates is finite, there arises

competition among acquiring firms for firms to acquire. This com-

petition requires that conglomerates be aggressive in their acquisition

policy. The more aggressive the conglomerates become, the more

intense the competition for acquiring firms becomes. This great de-

m.and for firm.s , coupled with a limited supply, helps create a sec-

ondary market for firms. That is, firms acquired by conglomerates

may be more easily sold to other acquiring firms.

The sale and resale of going concerns is facilitated by many

factors . One important factor is that the management of the acquired

firm may accompany it, bringing experience in the industry and fa-

miliarity with the internal operations of the firm. Another factor

making resale easier is that acquired firms are not fully integrated

into the acquiring firm. One reason for keeping acquired firms de-

centralized may be the possibility that a later sale may be desirable.

Another reason is the lack of interrelationship between the compo-

nents of the conglomerate because of its diversity.



CHAPTER III

TESTS OF THE DIVERSITICATION, DIVERSfflCATION THROUGH
ACQUISITIONS AND CONTINUITY OF ACQUTSITIONS HYPOTHESES

The behavioral cliaracteristics of conglomerates have been

posited as hypotheses. The validity of the hypotheses must be

tested, and the first three hypotheses will be tested in this chapter.

For each hypothesis tests will be presented along with a defense of

each test. Tests are made by reference to data compiled from a

study of the forty-three firms selected as representative of the con-

glomerate category. As each test is completed, the significance of

the test will be presented. Finally, once all tests of these hypoth-

eses have been accomplished, the hypotheses will be accepted or

rejected and the reasons for acceptance or rejection stated.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Conglomerates Axe Diversified

There are two tests for diversification: sales mix and product

variety. Sales mix means the number of industries in which the

firm operates . Product variety means the number of different products

(or services) of the finn. For purposes of this dissertation diversi-

fication means that no one oart of the firm's business contributes

30
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5 per cent of its sales, and that the firm does not hove dependence

on one product or service. Thus, if the hypothesis is to be accept-

ed, conglomerates must have multiple products and sales spanning

at least three industries.

The test of the hypothesis by reference to sales mix data

may be defended on the grounds that diversification carries with it

a notion of independence from the cyclical effects of an industry.

Independence cannot be said to exist when one-half or more of

sales are made to a particular industry.

Sales mix data of the forty-three firms are presented in

Appendix II. The per cent of the companies' total sales in each

industry or technology is shown. Five of the firms have not made

sales mix data available, and no reliable method of estimation could

be found. A limited number of the remaining firms report their sales

mix in such broad terms that interpretation is difficult. For example.

Gulf & Western reports 49 per cent of its sales from "manufacturing."

The classification "manufacturing" does not fit an industry or a tech-

nology category, and it does not properly relate the diversity that

exists, for example, betv;een the manufacture of tobacco products

and the manufacture of wire and cable or automobile parts.

There are thirty-eight companies for which data are available.

Three of these have sales of 50 per cent or more in a single industry:
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AMK, Indian Head and Parkcr-Hnnnifin. Of the remaining thirty-five

firri'is, each had its sales spread between three and ten industries,

with no one industry contributing a preponderance of sales dollars.

Almost one-half of this group, sixteen firms, have sales in at least

six industries, and seven firms have sales in eight or more indus-

tries .

This test is significant because it clearly shows the extent

of diversification of the selected conglomerates through the number

of industries in which the firms operate.

There is a warning, however, which must be presented here.

Sales mix percentages are highly volatile and can change from period

to period depending on the size and the number of acquisitions. For

example, Ling-Temco-Vought's sales percentages changed greatly in

1968 from 1967 with the acquisition of control of Jones & Laughlin

Steel Corporation. In 1967, 53 per cent of LTV's sales were sales

of food (as a result of its acquisition of Wilson & Company). In

1968, however, that percentage declined to 29 per cent, with steel

sales supplying another 29 per cent. There are other such instances

v,/hich could be cited. Thus, sales mix percentages for a single

year, or even a limited number of years, should not be accepted as

indicating that- a firm is not seeking to diversify. An indication of a

firm's intention to diversify is tabulated on Page 33, "Stateid Goals of

the Firm." Tv/enty-three of the selected firms have diversification

as a goal.



STATED GOALS OF THE FIRM

NUMBER OF FIRMS

Growth:

At a specified rate or dollar amount . . 26

"Growth" but unspecified 12

Objective of growth through acquisition 12

Objective of internal growth 1

To "build a company of AT&T, General

Motors type" 1 52'

Diversification:

Wants diversification 18

No product or program to contribute

more than 10% of sales 1

Balance between government and

commercial business 2

To build an "international business

institution" 1 22

Will dispose of divisions not meeting standards 17

Maximize profits or present worth 3

Company is not acquisition minded 1

*Does not total 43 because of overlap in some areas.

Source: Compiled by the author from reprints of speeches

by corporate executives and the annual reports of the firms

.

33
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The results of the test for product variety may be seen in

Appendix II. Except for AMK, all firms in the group have many

varied products and services.

The significance of this test is similar to that of the previous

one. The various number of products or services supplied by the

firms is indicative of their independence from one or a limited num-

ber of products

,

The hypothesis that conglomerates are diversified is accepted

on the grounds that more than 80 per cent of the conglomicrates used

to accumulate data had sales in at least three industries and m.any

products. None of these firms had sales in one industry contributing

50 per cent or more of its total sales.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Diversification Was Achieved Pri marily

Through Acquisitions

Three tests have been devised for this hypothesis: 1) stated

goals of the firms with respect to diversification and diversification

through acquisition; 2) frequency of acquisitions; and 3) effect of

earnings purchased on the total earnings of the conglomerate.

These three tests must be regarded as complementary. This

is necessary because proof of the hypothesis cannot be approached

directly. The direct approach would be to compare sales (or earnings)
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of each acquired firm to the total sales of the conglomerate. This

information, aJong with knowledge of the industry or technology in

which the acquired firm sells and its product line, would provide

support for the hypothesis. Limitations on data, however, espe-

cially with respect to the products and industry activity of each

firm acquired, make this approach impossible. Thus, it is neces-

sary to use the three tests in conjunction, according to the follow-

ing line of reasoning. If it can be shown that the conglomerates

have the goal of diversification and want to acquire to accomplish

this goal, and if it can be demonstrated that conglomerates do, in

fact, acquire many firms, and further, if it is true the firms ac-

quired in order to give the conglomerate diversification contribute

significantly to the sales (or earnings) of the conglomerate, then it

seems to follow that diversification is achieved, at least in part,

through acquisition. The extent of the diversification through ac-

quisition will depend on the number of firms acquired and the effect

of their sales (or earnings) on the sales (or earnings) of the con-

glomerate.

Reference to "Stated Goals of the Firms," Page 33, will show

that twenty-two of the firms, more than 50 per cent, have diversifi-

cation as a goal. Now this information can be used simultaneously

with that tabulated on Pages 36 and 37, "Requirements or Criteria

Stated by the Conglomerates for Their Acquisitions." One criterion



REQUIREMENTS OR CRITERIA STATED BY THE CONGLOMERATES
FOR THEIR ACQUISITIONS

REQUIREMENT NUMBER OF COMPANIES

Specified Sales Level 4

Specifications with Respect to Earnings of

Firms Acquired:

Specific as a Per Cent of Sales or in

Absolute Terms 6

Unspecified Current Earnings 8

Specifications with Respect to Management:

"Competent" Management 19

Management Who Will Remain 14

Specifications with Respect to Growth:

A Specified Rate of Growth 4

"Potential" for Growth 12

Unspecified Present Growth 5

Specifications with Respect to Return on Investment:

A Specified Return on Investment 6

An Unspecified Return on Investment 4

Return on Investment Specified but

Not Related Directly to Acquisitions 14^

Specifications with Respect to Earnings of Acquirer:

Must Be No Dilution 5

Other Requirements:

Must Add (or Provide) Diversification 6

Restrictions, Either Qualitative or Quan-
titative, Imposed on Price 5

Some Specification for Synergey, Com-
plementarity or "Fit" 11

Acquisitions Become Divisions 1

Must Occupy "Established" or "Leadership"

Position Prior to Acquisition 9

36
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REQUIREMENT NUMBER OF COMPANIES

Must Be in a Certain Industry or

Technology
Must Be "Right" Size

Must Enhance Competition

Must Not Threaten Antitrust Action

Must Be "Small" Company
Must Be Planned for in Advance
Able to Be Purchased for Cash

No Stated Requirements

No Specific Plans, Just Wants Acquisitions

Acquisitions Made As Opportunity Arises

Six are companies with a required rate of return on invest-

ment projects but no stated requirements for acquisitions.

Source: Compiled by author from annual reports, reprints of

speeches made by company executives and articles in financial

journals

.
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which six of the conglomerates have for their acquisitions is that

they provide diversification. Two of those six are not included in

the twenty-two firms which have diversification, or some aspect

thereof, as a goal of the firm (see Page 33). Thus, there are

twenty-four firms (twenty-two with diversification as a goal, plus

the two which are not counted in the twenty-three, but v^/hich re-

quire that firms acquired provide diversification) having a stated de-

sire to diversify.

Referring again to the data on Pages 36 and 37, six firms

state that acquisitions must be in a certain industry or technology.

These are Chromalloy, International Silver, Parker-Hannifin , SCM,

TRW and Genesco. Both Chromalloy and International Silver origi-

nally specified that acquisitions must be in metals or m.etal working

fields. Later, however, Chromalloy acquired a barge line and a

finance company and International Silver a publishing company.

Genesco was to have "concentrated in apparel and footvv'are," but

it purchased a huge variety store chain in 1964, S. H. Kress. SCM

and TRW have defined areas of interest for acquisitions quite broadly.

SCM has stated a preference for a "certain technology." This ob-

viously includes firms with such diverse interests as Durkee (foods)

and Glidden (?aint). TRW wants acquisitions in "proprietary product"

lines. If "proprietary" has its traditional meaning for TRW, that is,

products made and marketed by one with the exclusive right to do so.
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then no specific industry is required. In fact, TRW is diversified

and has made acquisitions in such fields as electrical components,

space technology, mietal casting, pumps, etc. The point of all

this is that five of the six firms which apparently limited acquisi-

tions to one industry have made significant acquisitions in widely

diverse fields. The sixth firm, Parker-Ilannifin, has a goal of

limiting its major acquisitions to the "fluid-power components and

controls" area and has done so.

There are thirteen firms remaining which either do not have

diversification or diversification through acquisition as a goal, or

are not one of the five firms already cited as having diversified

through acquisition. The following tabulation will indicate the firm

and some of its major acquisitions which have results in diversifi-

cation:

Conglomerate

Certain

Major
Acquisitions

A. J. Industries Dristwhit Metals
Robert Gordon Appliance

Jessup Wood Products

Allied Products Sterling Bolt

Coz Chemical
General Bronze

Field or Indus try

Metals Fabricating

Appliances

Wood Products

Industrial Fittings

Chemicals
Metals

AMK

Bangor Punta

John Morrell

Chicago Railway Equi

Smith and Wesson
Jensen-Wenck
Waukesha Motor Co.

Meat Packer

Railway Equip.

Gun Manufacture
Marine Products

Engines and Radiators
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Conglomerate

City Investing

Clark Equipment

Dresser

Eaton, Yale and
Towne

Glen Alden

Houdaille

Lear-Siegler

MSL

Republic

Corporation

Certain

Major
Acquisitions

Moore & McCormack.
Rheem Mfg. Co.
Motel 6, Inc.

Home Insurance Co.

Refrigeration Engineering

Chicago Malleable Steel

Harbison-Walker
Symington-Wayne

American Monorail

E.N.V. Engineering

Schenley
Stanley-Warner
List. , Ind.

Viking Pump
Universal Engineering

American Metal Products

Sale Electric

Garrett Co

.

DK Manufacturing
Perfecto Engineering

Strong Plastics

Gale and Thompson
Continental Graphics

Field or Industry

Steamship Line

Industrial Equip.

Motel Chain
Insurance

.Refrigeration Com-
ponents

Steel Components

Refractories

Railroad Equip.

Transportation

Engineering Service

Whiskey
Apparel

Motion Picture

Industrial Purnps

Engineering Com-
ponents

Metals
Electric Components

Fasteners

Aerospace
Stamping Presses

Plastics

Hydraulic Units

Graphic Arts

This listing is, of course, incomplete. It does, however, show that

these firms have made substantial acquisitions in diverse fields.

The significance of the tests of the goals of the firms with

respect to diversification and diversification through acquisition is
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partly dependent on the outcome of the other two tests of this hypoth-

esis. It is important, ho'wevcr, that almost all of the selected con-

glomerates have either made significant acquisitions which resulted

in diversification or had it as a goal to do so.

The second test of this hypothesis is that_ of the frequency

and number of acquisitions by conglomerates. It has been shown,

in the previous test, that conglomerates have goals of diversification

and diversification through acquisition or that they have made ac-

quisitions in diverse areas. The results of this test will show the

extent to which the firms have pursued their goals.

The number of firms acquired by year for each firm is tabu-

lated on Pages 42 to 45. The forty-three selected firms have made

some 1,32 3 acquisitions. The number of acquisitions ranges from

fewer than ten by AMK, National General and Seilon to over 100 by

Teledyne. It should be pointed out that not every acquisition made

by each firm is shown. Several of the acquiring firms have made

purchases too small to be reported. Other purchases were made

where control was not achieved, and these are not shown. Still

additional firms have been acquired in purely cash transactions, and

no data are available. It is believed, hov;ever, that all major and

most minor acquisitions are listed. One further qualification should

be made. While every effort was made to assure the accuracy of



ACQUISITION ACTIVITY

(BY YEAR ACQUIRED)

TOTAL 1968 1967 1966 1965 1964

A. J. Industries 16

AMK 7

Allied Products 18

"Auto" Sprinkler 2

Bangor Pvmta 23

Bendix 27

Boise Cascade 32

Chromalloy 38

City Investing 15

Clark Equipment 11

Dresser 13

Eagle-Picher 12

Eaton, Yale & Towns 16

FMC 33

Genes CO 34

Glen Alden 15

\V. R. Grace 69

Gulf & Western 81

Houdaille 2

Indian Head 32

Int'l. Silver 12

Int'l. Tel. & Tel. 49^

Walter Kidde 50

Lear-Siegler 43

Lehigh Valley 23

Ling-Temco-Vought 26

Litton 7

MSL 23

Midland Ross 17

National General 9

N. A. Rockv/ell^ 15

Ogden 27

Parker-Hannifin 17

Republic Corp. 37

SCM 13

Seilon 9

TRV/ ' 38

Teledyne 109

Textron 76

Transamorica 21^

UMC 22

7
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19G3 1962

2

1

3

1

13

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

4

3

2

1961

2

2

1

19 09 Prior To 19,59

2

3

1

4

2

2

5

7
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TOTAL 1968 1967 1966 196_5_ jJM

U.S. Industries 62 21 18 3 1

White Consolidated 23 2 3 3 3 4

TOTALS 1,323 252 220 133 113 97

^Acquisitions from 1959 only.

t»includes Jones & Laughlin.

^Includes acquisitions of Rockv.-ell Standard prior to 1967.

*^Not including Occidental Life.

Source: Compiled by the Author from Usting Statements of the

New York Stock Exchang e, annual reports of the firms and various fi-

nancial journals

.
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1963 1962 1961 1960 1959

1

Prior To 1959

15

3

61 56 66 51 56 21
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annual acquisition activity, it is often difficult to determine exactly

when an acquisition is consummated. Thus, there may be errors as

to the year in whicli the firm is acquired. Both these qualifications

arc equally applicable to data concerning sell-off activity and earn-

ings purchased (Appendix VIII).

Three of the forty-three firms had acquired fewer than ten

companies by December, 1968. One of the three, Seilon, was in a

period of transition, divesting itself of several previous acquisitions

and at the same time making others. A second of the three, AMK,

had purchased only two firms of size, including John Morrell and

Company. AMK had been active in making tender offers for such

firms as United Fruit and Great American Holding Company. National

General, the third company, had made only nine acquisitions, but

six of the firms acquired had pre-acquisition earnings of one million

dollars each. Moreover, they were in such diverse industries as a

savings and loan company, television production, a film producer

and through its acquisition of Great American Holding Company, a

group of fire and casualty insurance companies as well as a life

insurance company.

Eight firms have made fewer than four acquisitions in the last

two years: Dresser Industries, FMC, Houdaille, International Silver,

Midland Ross, Parker-Hannifin, Clark Equipment and UMC.
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The remaining thirty-two firms each have made twelve or

more acquisitions and four or more in the last two years. The ma-

jority of all the firms, twenty-seven, have acquired tv«;enty or more

firms. Sixteen conglomerates which have acquired more than thirty

firms have acquired firms at an annual average of ten per conglom-

erate for each of the past tv^o years. All firms have acquired at

an annual average of about three firms per conglomerate in each cf

the ten years beginning with 1959.

The third test of the hypothesis that diversification was

achieved largely through acquisition is the test of the impact of pur-

chased earnings on the total earnings of the acquiring firm. It has

been stated that the magnitude of the effect of the sales (or earnings)

of acquired firms on the sales (or earnings) of the acquiring firm is

indicative that diversification is achieved in large part by acquisition.

This test must be considered with the previous one, and both tests

are to be evaluated in terms of the conglomerates' stated goals of

diversification and diversification through acquisition.

Appendix VIII shows both average past earnings and current

earnings purchased by each of the forty-three companies. Average

earnings were determined by dividing the annual earnings of the ac-

quired firms prior to their acquisition for as many years as could be

determined (but at least three years) by the number of years. Current



earnings are simply the last year's earnings of the acquired firm

prior to its acquisition. Current earnings are shown only in total

for all acquired firms, not year-by-year. The table also shows the

purchase price for each year and in total, and the times earnings

paid.

By way of further explanation of Appendix'VIII, A. J. Indus-

tries purchased firms in 1968 with average past earnings of

$166,784, for which A. J. Industries paid $3,360,750, or 20.1 times

average past earnings. Overall, A. J. Industries has purchased

$729,437 in average past earnings and has paid $12,424,970 for

the firms purchased. Using the earnings of the last year prior

to acquisition, i.e., current earnings, A. J. Industries purchased

$784,718 in earnings. At a purchase price of $12,424,97 0, A. J.

Industries paid 15.8 times current earnings.

In Appendix K, purchased earnings, both average past and

current are plotted on the same chart with total reported earnings

of each acquirer on an unpooled basis. Again using A. J. Industries

as an example, by 1952 that company had purchased about $431,000

in average annual past earnings. There were no significant acqui-

sitions until 1957 when $131,500 in average past earnings were pur-

chased. This is $552,500 ($431,000 + $131,500) in "cumulative

average earnings purchased." In 1968, acquisitions with average

past yearly earnings of $166,784 were purchased. In total, A. J.

Industries purchased about $729,400 in average earnings. For some
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of the forty-thiee firms the current year's earnings of their acqui-

sitions were significantly different from average annual past earnings.

Where this situation exists, the current earnings are plotted along

with average past earnings.

The use of the data in Appendices Vllland iX is subject to

three qualifications, two of which were mentioned on Page 41. In

addition, the number of acquisitions shown on Pages 42 to 45 and

those represented by earnings in the two appendices above are not

identical. This is because of limitations on earnings and/or price

data, as stated in the first chapter of this dissertation. The author

believes, however, that pertinent earnings and purchase price data

were found for all major acquisitions.

While purchase price is not relevant to this phase and will

be mentioned in detail later in connection with the discussion of

the aggressiveness of conglomerates. Appendices VIII and IX do con-

tain information on price. It is appropriate, therefore, to give de-

tails here of the techniques used to determine purchase price. Cash

and debt were valued at face. Common and preferred stock were

valued at the average price for thirty days preceding the acquisition.

Price was determined by reference to various stock exchange listings.

Not infrequently, a quotation on preferred issues used for purchases

could not be obtained, ostensibly because the issue was not traded.
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When the issues were convertible ones, common stock prices were

used, considering the exchange ratio. There was only one instance

in which a market price could not be obtained for a non-convertible

preferred issue. Here, the acquisition was relatively small com-

pared to the size and numbers of other acquisitions by the same

firm, and that acquisition was excluded from Appendices VIII and IX.

Deferred payments were discounted to the present using the firm's

own required return on investment. Many of the firms report a re-

quired return on investment either in speeches made by executives

or in articles written about the firm and printed in financial journals

and newspapers. In all cases where deferred payments were used,

a required return on investment has been stated.

The charts of Appendix IX were uniquely constmcted in that

the year-by-year earnings of each firm are cumulative, but cumula-

tive earnings do not include the recasting of prior year's earnings

due to current year poolings. Said another way, the total earnings

are as originally reported by the companies. This was done to em-

phasize the impact of purchased earnings whether treated as a pool-

ing of interest or as a purchase by the company. For a pooling,

companies are required to restate prior year's income as if the pool-

ing had been' in effect all year, and in all prior years. This require-

ment holds even though the acquisition is not consummated until
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"
. . . at or shortly after the close of the period . . .

."^ For

acquisitions treated as purchases, of course, earnings are reported

from the date of the consummation of the acquisition.

Earnings purchased also were necessarily adjusted for the

per cent of ownership acquired. Thus, in the case of an acquisi-

tion where 75 per cent interest is acquired, 75 per cent of the earn-

ings are included. Finally, earnings used were "normal" earnings

insofar as was determinable. In other words, extraordinary gains

and losses were excluded from earnings figures.

With all ejqslanations and qualifications now made, it is pos-

sible to evaluate the charts of Appendix IX. No chart was made for

Seilon because of losses of that firm for four of the past five years.

Reference to the charts will indicate that the firms can be readily

categorized initially into two groups, one on which purchased earn-

ings had no significant effect on total earnings and a second com-

prised of firm.s on which purchased earnings had a significant effect.

"Significant" here is defined as meaning that 5 per cent or more of

total earnings v;ere purchased. Purchased earnings in this context

is taken as meaning either average past or current earnings. Data

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Opinions

pi the Accounting Principles Board, Opinion No. 10, Omnibus Opinion-

_1966 (New York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants),

C)1967, p. 144.
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on Page 54 provide a summary of the information in Appendix IX.

According to the two categories mentioned, there are seven

companies in the former and thirty-six in the latter. The former

group consists of Clark Equipment, Eaton, Yale & Towne, Interna-

tional Silver, Midland Ross, North American Rockwell, Parker-

Hannifin and UMC. In the latter group there is a sub-group. The

firms in this sub-group show a striking correlation between total

earnings and earnings purchased. These firms are: AMK, "Automa-

tic" Sprinkler, Bangor Punta, City Investing, Glen Alden, Gulf and

Western, V/alter Kidde, Lear-Siegler, Lehigh Valley, Ling-Temco-

Vought, MSL, SCM, Teledyne and U.S. Industries. Ten of these

fourteen showed purchased earnings exceeding reported earnings in

one or more years. The movement of total earnings in response to

purchased earnings is also of great importance.

In every case, with respect to the fourteen firms just listed,

total earnings and purchased earnings move in close concert. This

phenomenon is not unique to these fourteen firms, however. A

similar relationship can be seen by reference to charts for Bendix,

Boise Cascade, Chromalloy, Dresser, PMC, Genesco, W. R. Grace,

Indian Head, International Telephone and Telegraph, National Gener-

al, Ogden, Republic, TR'W, Textron, Transamerica and White Con-

solidated Industries. In fact, it may be instructive to make a
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mental chart of total earnings of those firms after first removing

each year's purchased earnings. In some cases year to year in-

creases in purchased earnings exceed the increase in total earnings.

This is true for "Automatic" Sprinkler, Bangor Punta and Glen Alden

between 1966 and 1967 and 1967 and 1958; for Bcndix, Dresser,

Lehigh Valley, MSL and SCM in 1966; and for Gulf and Western

and Lear-Siegler in 1965. Ling-Temco-Vougb.t's purchased earnings

increase far exceeded the change between 1967's earnings and

1968's. The same is true of Litton's, Ogden's, TRW's and Tele-

dyne's .

One further comparison can be made using the data of Appen-

dix DC. For each company the relationship between total purchased

earnings and total earnings is shown in absolute terms, and the

differences between the average purchased earnings, total earnings

and current earnings purchased (where applicable) are emphasized.

The test of the impact of purchased earnings on total earn-

ings has significance because it demonstrates that the earnings of

most of the conglomerates are affected substantially by the earnings

of firms purchased. Over 80 per cent, 36, of the firms had at

least 30 per cent of their total earnings purchased from other firms.

Nearly 6 per cent, 25, of the forty-three firms had 5 per cent or

more purchased earnings.



IMPACT OF PURCHASED EARNINGS ON TOTAL EARNINGS'

Number of Firms

Purchased earnings 5 0% or more of

total earnings 25

Purchased earnings at least 30% of

total earnings 36

Purchased earnings less than 30% of

total earnings 7

Firms with purchased earnings exceed-
ing reported earnings for one or more

years 10

Firms where purchased earnings and

total reported earnings are nearly i-

dentical (i.e., a relatively small ab-
solute difference in either cumula-
tive current earnings purchased or

cumulative average earnings purchased
and reported earnings) 13

Firms showing close correlation be-
tween purchased earnings and re-

ported earnings 14

Summarized from data in Appendix DC

54
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The three tests just completed taken together support accep-

tance of the hypothesis that conglomerates diversify largely by ac-

quiring other firms. In the first test of this hypothesis it was

shown that twenty-four of the firms had diversification and diversi-

fication through acquisition as a goal. All of the remaining nine-

teen firms had purchased firms with a diversifying effect. The sec-

ond test showed that all but eleven of the conglomerates had ac-

quired twelve or miore firms. The third test isolated twenty-six

firms with 5 per cent of their total earnings purchased.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Acquisitions Are a Conti nuing
Phenomenon

There are three tests of this hypothesis: 1) frequency of

acquisition; 2) growth rate goals of the firms; and 3) motivations

basic to acquisition policy.

It is reasonable to expect that if acquisitions are an on-

going activity for conglomerates they would acquire firms v;ith regular-

ity.

The data tabulated on Pages 42 through 45, "Acquisition

Activity by Year," show that the selected conglomerates as a group

have acquired "not only with regularity but an increasing number of

firms in each of the ten years from 1959 to 1968 except 1362 and

1963 v/hen activity decreased below the 1951 level. For seventeen
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of the firms, acquisition activity has increased each of the years

1966, 1967 and 1968, In cases where the numbers of acquisitions

has declined in those three years, ten of the remaining twenty-six

companies have increased the size of their acquisitions in terms

of am.ount of earnings purchased. This resulted in an increase in

total earnings purchased in each of the three years even though the

number of firms acquired declined. FMC, Houdaille, International

Silver and Midland Ross remained at about the same level of activ-

ity. Four other firms acquired more companies in 1968 than in 1967

but 1967 acquisitions had declined from the number made in 1966.

One of these firms, W. R. Grace, purchased 53 per cent of Miller

Brewing Company in 1966, distorting the increase in earnings pur-

chased which would have occurred without that acquisition. In

similar fashion, Walter Kidde purchased Lighting Corporation of

America in 1957 which made that year an exceptionally fruitful one.

A. J. Industries, AMK, Clark Equipment, City Investing,

Dresser, Eagle-Picher, National General, North American Rockwell,

Republic, SCM and Scilon have not acquired firms in five or more

of the ten years shown. "Automatic" Sprinkler is not included in

this group because it has not been in existence all of the ten years,

Of the eleven companies in this group, five have increased their

acquisition activity in 1957 and 1968,
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This test clearly shov.'s that the acquisition activity of tlie

selected conglomerates is a continuing phenomenon. This is true

because of both the number and size of their acquisition on a year-

by-year basis. Only eleven of the companies had gaps of five

years or more of the last ten years when no firms were acquired.

The majority of the firms not only acquired other companies regu-

larly over the ten years but they increased the number of their ac-

quisitions each year.

The goals of the firm with respect to earnings grov;th rate

objectives will indicate whether conglomerates continue to acquire

other firms. Thus, where conglomerates have an objective of ac-

quiring other firms to grow or to maintain growth, it is to be ex-

pected that firms will be acquired frequently.

Tv/elve of the firms have a goal of growth through acquisi-

tions. (See Page 33, "Stated Goals of the Firm.") Eleven of the

twelve companies have specified a growth rate and have stated that

acquisitions are a requirement for that rate to be achieved. Some

have higher expectations for growth rates from acquisitions than

from internal means (see Appendix III). In addition, sixteen firms

have growth as a goal, without specifying what acquired firms will

contribute to that goal, but eie^^on of this group state that acquisi-

tions will play a role.
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The majority (twenty-two) of the selected conglomerrjtes were

shown by this test to have either a goal of growth through acqui-

sitions at some specified rate or a goal of growth in general with

acquisitions to contribute some part.

The final test of the hypothesis that acquisitions are a con-

tinuing phenomenon is the motivations of the selected conglomerates

which give them the impetus to acquire. It is expected that con-

glomerates will continue to acquire other firms where there are

significant motives to do so.

Of course, all motivations cannot be discerned. Moreover,

even if motives can be knov/n, there is certainly no known method

of determining if the motives stated are the ones which prompted a

continuing acquisition policy of the conglomerates.

Stated goals of the firm will provide a means of determining

some motives. Two such goals have been hypothesized as charac-

teristic of conglomerate behavior: the desire to diversify and the de-

sire for growth in earnings. Both of these, it has been stated, have

motivated the conglomerate to acquire other firms. Other goals have

had the same effect.

Data on Page 33, "Stated Goals of the Firm',' are a tabulation

of the stated goals of the forty-three conglomerates . No attempt
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was made to imply goals which were not stated directly, to ovoid

the bias of the author. There are several broad statements of ob-

jective such as a desire for "bigness" or to "put together a major

U.S. corporation" or to build a company like General Motors or

American Telephone and Telegraph. Seven of the firms have made

such statements. These have expressed a desire to maximize pro-

fits or the present worth of shareholders' interests. One firm,

Eagle-Picher, says it is not acquisition minded.

Each of the forty-three firms made some statement of goals.

By far the largest percentage had a goal which bears a direct re-

lationship to growth. Over 50 per cent of the group state diversi-

fication or some variation as a goal. Farker-Hannifin would remain

in a particular industry. For firms which state more than one goal,

no order of priority could be determined.

Except for Eagle-Picher and Farker-Hannifin, the goals of all

the firms are consistent with a continuing acquisition policy,

A study of each of the selected firms has provided data rele-

vant to this test of the hypothesis. Several of the firms have a

special motivation to acquire. One group may have begun its ac-

quisitions in "order to avoid failure.

A. J. Industries, formerly Alaska-Juncau Mining Company,
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was organized in the 1890's as a gold mining company. When the

gold was exhausted in 1944, the company abandoned its mining ac-

tivities. Shortly thereafter, acquisitions were begun.

Bangor Punta is the result of the merger of Bangor /uroostock

Railroad and Punta Alegra Sugar Com.pany. Punta lost its sugar

operations to Castro in 1960. Profits from the railroad had declined

to less than $150,000 in 1952. Bangor Punta has as one of its

goals growth through acquisition.

Bendix appears to have suffered from two frailties. First,

the company was primarily in the aviation industry and subject to

its cycles. Second, that business began a decline and profits fell

substantially until 1964. Bendix's acquisitions picked up signifi-

cantly in 19 64.

Chromalloy began in 1957 with patent rights to a metallizing

process. Until acquisitions began, the company was small and un-

profitable.

Dresser's story is similar to Bendix's except that Dresser

was primarily in oil and gas.

W. r: Grace suffered a severe set-back in earnings because

of the volatility of its steamship operations, and it began its ac-

quisitions in 1953.
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tloudaille once manufactured automobile bumpers primarily.

It began losing its market when automobile makers began making

many of their own parts, including bumpers.

International Silver experienced a decline in its earnings per

share from $1.48 in 1956 to $.48 in 1957. Silver sales had begun

a decline in those years attributable to the decline in marriages.

Midland Ross, like Houdaille, was committed to the auto-

mobile industry and suffered when that industry began to make its

own parts .

Republic Corporation was formerly Republic Pictures. The

firm's operations declined until 1966 when there was a profit of

only $100,000. The company began intense acquisition activity in

1967.

SCM's profits began declining in 1957 and continued until

a loss was experienced in 1950. SCM's m.anagement believes a

company needs to be "big" in order to survive.

Textron had its beginning in the textile industry. By 1952 it

had a loss of $4 million. Textron spun off its textiles (into a com-

pany v/hich became Indian Head) and began acquisitions.

U.S. Industries, once called Pressed Steel Car Company,
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made railroad freight cars. The company Vv^as near bankruptcy when

acquisitions began.

White Consolidated Industries at one time made sewing ma-

chines. From 1957 to 1962 the company suffered losses.

It was mentioned that some of these firms were single pro-

duct or single industry firms. As a motivational influence, the

need to diversify (perhaps to survive) and escape the cyclical ef-

fects of a single industry may have prompted the following addition-

al companies to begin an acquisition program: AMK, "Automatic"

Sprinkler, City Investing Company, Eagle-Picher, Eaton, Yale &

Towne, Gulf and Western, Indian Head, International Telephone

and Telegraph, Ogden, Seilon, Transamerica and UMC.

Two companies had a special incentive to diversify. Ogden

and Genesco both ran into restraint of trade problems with the Justice

Department, Genesco was prevented from continuing its expansion in

the shoe industry and Ogden met resistance in shipbuilding and scrap

metal fields.

Still another group had a special impetus to acquisitions: net

operating loss carryovers which could be offset against the profits

of acquired firms. Among this group are: Bangor Punta and its

losses from the expropriation of its sugar properties in Cuba; Glen
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Alden, which had net operating loss carryovers until 1967; Lehigh

Valley had $25 million in net operatirig loss carryovers from losses

in coal mining; MSL, which had $28 million in losses from railroad

operations; National General, which had a net operating loss carry

forward of $13.4 million due primarily to the operation of its sub-

sidiary, Twentieth Century Fox; and Textron, which had large losses

from its textile operations

.

It is not possible to rely solely on this test of the hypothe-

sis that acquisitions are an on-going activity for conglomerates.

This is true because of the limitations on data and the difficulties

of interpreting available information. It is possible, however, to

conclude that the test shows the tendency of conglomerates to ac-

quire, because of one or several motives. A goal of "bigness',' for

example, may provide sufficient motivation to acquire other firms

until the desired degree of size is achieved.

The hypothesis that acquisitions are a continuing phenomenon

is accepted based on the results of all three of the tests just com-

pleted. It was shown that conglomerates do acquire other firms reg-

ularly and that, for the most part, the number and size of acquisi-

tions has increased in the ten years beginning in 1959. Moreover,

in view of the growth rate objectives of the conglomerates, coupled

with the requirement by twelve of the firm.s that growth comes from
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acquisitions, it is concluded that acquisitions must continue in

order to achieve stated goals and to preserve growth rates generated,

Finally, a clear tendency to acquire other firnis may be seen from

motives of the conglomerates which prompt them, to commence and

to continue acquisition programs.



CHAPTER IV

TESTS OF THE GROWTH RATE, AGGRESSIVENESS
AND EASE OF SELL-OFF HYPOTHESES

In this chapter three hypotheses wiH be tested in turn.

These are: 1) that conglomerates have high growth rate goals and

performance records; 2) that conglomerates are aggressive acquirers;

and 3) that conglomerates can easily sell off firms acquired.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Conglomerates Have High Growth
Rate Goals

There are four tests of this hypothesis: 1) stated goals of

the firm relative to growth rates; 2) growth rates achieved by con-

glomerates; 3) emphasis on growth through acquisition rather than

internal expansion; and 4) the extent of the effect of purchased earn-

ings on the total earnings of the conglomerates.

This hypothesis may be tested by referring to goals of the

firms relating to growth rates in earnings. It seems obvious that

where congloraeratcs have such objectives, and state them publicly,

it can be said that conglomerates have high grovyth rate goals.

A "high" growth rate is taken to mean a rate exceeding that

65
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of the gross national product. In terms of current dollars, the gross

national product grew at a compound annual rate of about 7.5 per

cent for the period 1964-1968. A current dollar growth rate is used

because earnings of the selected conglomerates are stated in current

dollars

.

Data relevant to the first test are presented on Page 33,

"Stated Goals of the Firm," Almost 90 per cent of the firms have

expressed a goal of growth. Twenty-seven of this group have ex-

pressed a specified growth rate goal or dollar amount, v;hile tv/elve

want to grow in earnings but do not specify a rate. The data also

show that tv/elve of the selected conglomerates emphasize growth

through acquisition and only one claims to emphasize internal growth.

Appendix III indicates the amount of growth in earnings that

the twenty-seven firms have established as a target rate. Twenty of

these twenty-seven have target rates of more than 10 per cent, and

only two firms, Eagle-Picher and Eaton, Yale and Towne, have goals

of less than 10 per cent. Every one of the twenty-seven firms v^ith

a stated growth rate goal had a goal equal to or exceeding the growth

in GNP.

This test is successful in showing the heavy emphasis placed

on growth by the selected conglomerates. That twenty-seven of the

conglomerates would commit themselves to a high growth rate in
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earnings is indicative that conglomerates have high growth rate

goals. Eleven of the remaining sixteen firms have made a positive

statement about growth as a goal without a commitment to a specific

rate.

The second test of the hypothesis, that conglomerates have

achieved high growth rates, is complementary to the first test. If

conglomerates have high growth rate goals it may be expected that

they will strive for achievement. It may be expected that, not in-

frequently, their grov>;th rates achieved may also be high.

A comparison of the data in Appendix III, "Annual Growth

Rate Goals," and Appendix IV, "Average Annual Earnings Grov/th

Rates Achieved," is presented on Page 68. In this way performance

can be measured against targets. Of the twenty-seven firm.s stating

specific growth rate goals, nearly 80 per cent (21) either met or ex-

ceeded their goal, or v/ere within 2 per cent of achievement.

Considering all forty-three firms, both those with and those

without stated growth rate goals, thirty-seven firms achieved a larger

growth rate than 7.5 per cent per year, three companies had earnings

growth rates between zero and 7,5 per cent and three companies had

negative rates of growth in earnings

.

This test has significance because it shows that over 85 per



COMPARISON OF ANNUAL EA IININGS GROY/TH RATE

GOALS WITH PERFORMANCE*

Number of Firms

Firms meeting or exceeding goal 17

Firms with performance within 20% of

goal 4

Firms with performance not within 2 0% of

goal 6

Firms for which data are incomplete ... 16

*Summary of data from^ Appendix III and Appendix IV.

EARNINGS GROWTH RATES ACHIEVED *

Number of Firm.s

Firms with growth rates exceeding 10%,
compounded annually 33

Firms with growth rates equal to or ex-

ceeding growth rate in GNP of 7.5%
annually for five years ending 1968 . . 37

Firms with growth rates between and 7.5% 3

Firms with negative growth rates .... 3

*Summary of data from Appendix IV-

COMPARISON OF INTERNAL WITH EXTERNAL GROWTH RATES *

Number of Firms

Firms with growth generated mainly through
external means 4

Firms with approximately equal external

and internal growth 5

Firms growing more internally than ex-

ternally 4

Firms for which data v/ere incom.plete . . 30

Summary of data from Appendix IV.

68
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cent of the forty-three conglomerates have achieved annual growth

rates in excess of GNP.

High grov.'th rate goals of conglomerates suggest that the

firms would emphasize acquisitions to achieve the growth on the

grounds presented on Pages 13 and following. Tiius , conglom.erates

are expected to emphasize growth through acquisition.

Available data concerning the preference stated by the firm

for growth through acquisition over internal growth are presented in

Appendix III. Information could be obtained for only eleven of the

firms. Three of the eleven stated a goal of higher growth through

acquisitions than internal expansion. Four companies expressed an

objective of equal growth through acquisition and internal expansion.

Growth rates achieved through acquisition and internal ex-

pansion are shown in Appendix IV and are summarized on Page 68.

Only thirteen firmis reported the information. Four of the thirteen

attained more growth through acquisitions. Five achieved approxi-

mately equal growth through the two means. The remaining four grew

more internally than externally. All the firms for which data are

available showed substantial growth through acquisition.

Because of the insufficiency of data, this test cannot be re-

lied on as grounds for accepting or rejecting the hypothesis that
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conylomemtes have high growth rate goals. Nor is it possible to

suggest that a tendency is indicated. The firms for which infor-

mation is available were spread about evenly between those desiring

growth through acquisition and through internal expansion. The same

is true of performance records .

The final test of this hypothesis is a test of the extent of

the impact of purchased earnings on total earnings. The present

test is defended on the same grounds as the previous test, that is,

conglomerates are expected to rely on acquisitions for a substantial

portion of their growth in earnings .

Data relevant to this test are presented in Appendix IX and

Appendix VIII. A study of the charts in Appendix IX vvill show the

dependence of the conglomerates on earnings of acquired firms for

increases in total earnings. This is emphasized by the close cor-

relation which exists between purchased earnings and total earnings

and by the steady increase in purchased earnings as shown in

Appendix VIII.

In almost all instances where purchased earnings failed to

increase, total earnings of the conglomerate declined or increased at

a much smaller rate than previously. This may be seen by comparing

data in Appendix IX with those of Appendix VIII. As an example,

"Automatic" Sprinkler's purchased earnings declined in 1958, as
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shown in Appendix VIII. The chart for "Automatic" in Appendix IX

shows that total earnings declined substantially in 1968. Similarly,

Bendix purchased firms showing losses in 1958, The slope of

Bendix's total earnings curv^e in Appendix IX clearly leveled in that

year. The same effect can be observed by making the same com-

parison for Dresser and W. R. Grace in 1967 and for Walter Kidde

and SCM for 1968. Except for Boise Cascade, Eagle-Picher, FMC,

Indian Head and International Silver, each firm which had a decline

in purchased earnings also experienced a decline in total earnings.

The remaining firms, which had significant earnings purchased, in-

creased purchased earnings in each of the years 1966, 1967 and

1968.

There are nine firms which show little or no dependence

on purchased earnings to achieve increases in or to maintain total

earnings. These firms are: Clark Equipment, PMC, Houdaille,

International Silver, Midland Ross, Parker-Hannifin, Seilon, UMC

and Eagle-Picher. That Boise Cascade and Indian Head were able to

maintain the rate of increase in earnings despite a decline in earn-

ings purchased is a phenomenon peculiar to 1968. Prior to that

year purchased earnings and total earnings moved together for both

firms. Of thS remaining thirty-three firms, purchased earnings ac-

counted for 50 per cent of total earnings for twenty-five of the firms,

and 3 per cent of total earnings for eleven more.
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The test shows that over 60 per cent of the seJected con-

glomerates relied on acquisitions for 5 per cent of their total earn-

ings. This is a clear indication that acquisitions play an important

role in the growth in earnings of conglomerates

.

The hypothesis that conglomerates have high growth rate goals

is accepted on the grounds that three of the four tests support this

position. It was shown that the twenty-seven conglomerates which

have stated annual earnings grov^th rate goals have a goal equal to

or exceeding the annual growth rate in GNP. Thirty-seven of the

conglomerates out-perforrned the GNP earnings growth rates. Finally,

the majority of the conglomerates relied on earnings purchased through

acquisition for 50 per cent or more of their total earnings. Consid-

ering all the data accumulated, it seems obvious that conglomerates

have high growth rate goals.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Conglomerates Are Aggressive Acquirers

The tests of this hypothesis are: 1) frequency of acquisitions;

2) sell-off activity; 3) bidding for prospective firms; 4) movement of

purchase price over time; and 5) variety of purchase terms.

A firm which is an aggressive acquirer is expected to make

frequent acquisitions. Of course, attempts to acquire firms may be

frustrated, but sufficiently aggressive acquiring firms are expected

to persevere.
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Data relevant to this test have been presented in examining

the hypothesis that conglomerates diversify largely by acquiring

other firms and need not be repeated here. It is sufficient to re-

peat only that acquisition activity for the selected firms has in-

creased every year, except one, from 1959 to 1958, and that thirty-

two firms have made twelve or more acquisitions. These thirty-two

purchased four or more firms in 1967 and 1968.

Because the results of this test show that the firms acquired

by the majority of the selected firms are numerous and frequent, the

test supports the hypothesis that conglomerates do have an aggres-

sive acquisition policy.

The sell-off activity of the selected conglomerates is the sec-

ond test of this hypothesis. The rationale for the ease of sell-off

of a going concern over that of selling components constructed in-

ternally has been presented. Conglomerates are expected to experi-

ment with acquisitions, because of a ready market for resale. Thus,

the number and frequency of acquisitions resold will support the

notion that conglomerates can afford to be aggressive in their ac-

quisition policy inasmuch as acquisitions are readily sold.

A word of caution is necessary concerning sell-off data. Sell-

off data are limited because the sale of a previously acquired firm

may be, in some way, considered failure. This is true for two
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reasons. First, an acquired firm sold may suggest that the criteria

for acquisitions, announced by the firm, were not m.et or that the

acquiring firm made an error in the application of the criteria when

the firm was originally purchased. Second, a sell-off may indicate

that the acquiring firm could not assimilate the firm acquired, or its

management or both. Thus, the listing of firms sold by the selected

conglomerates should by no means be regarded as complete.

About 10 per cent of the acquisitions made by the forty-three

selected firms have been sold as shown on Page 74. No year-by-

year comparison would be meaningful inasmuch as firms sold were

not necessarily sold in the year purchased. In fact, it is reasonable

to suppose that an acquisition is kept for some time prior to its re-

sale. Thus, the outcome of 1968 purchases, as far as disposals

are concerned, is not likely to be known for some time.

Still referring to the data on Page 74, four of the selected

conglomerates have sold ten or more acquisitions. Five others have

disposed of between five and nine. In all, thirty companies have

sold one or more of their acquisitions.

For some firms, the number of acquisitions sold is far greater

than the 10 per cent sales for all firms. A. J. Industries, for ex-

ample, has sold about 25 per cent of its acquisitions, as have

Genes CO and International Silver. Indian Head, National General and
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Ling-Temco-Vought have sold one-third or more and Seilon, Glen

Aid en and AMK have sold more than 5 per cent of the firms they

have acquired.

Because of data limitations the results of this test are not

regarded as conclusive. The results, however, indicate a clear

tendency on part of the conglomerates to resell their acquisitions.

This, then, lends support to the belief that conglomerates can afford

to be aggressive acquirers.

Evidence of bidding by the conglomerates for prospective firms

will support the aggressiveness hypothesis. This constitutes the

third test of this hypothesis. It is expected that companies aggres-

sively seeking to acquire other firms will bid against other prospec-

tive acquiring firms, when this is necessary, in an attempt to con-

summate a merger.

Some information relative to the bidding activity of the selected

conglomerates is shown on Page 7 7. These data are limited for two

reasons. First, bidding for prospective firms is not public knowledge

unless one of the parties chooses to make it so. Second, even if a

bid is made public, there is no way to assure that research v;ill dis-

close it. In 'fact, gathering such information is largely fortuitous.

The author believes, however, that the data lend strong support to

the hypothesis, even if they are not conclusive.



BIDDERS

EVIDENCE OF BIDDING

SUBJECT

SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
OR

STATUS AT
DECEMBER 31, 1969

SCM & Great America

Walter Kidde ^ Continental Can
Indian Head N.A. Rockwell

Dresser, Ind. & FMC
City Investing

(Sc Boise Cascade
City Investing Signal Oil

White Cons. Ind. Ling-Temco
Telcdyne & Williams Bros

.

Bangor Punta & Chris Craft

Glen Alden & Lorillard

Walter Kidde, Whittaker

Corp. and Colt Ind.

Bangor Punta & AMF
Textron & AMK
Gulf & Western

& Atlantic Richfield

Northwest Industries &
City Investing

Litton & Ling-Temco-
Vought

National General & AMK

TRW & Gould National

"Automatic" Sprinkler &

Jim Walter Corp.

Glidden

Miehle-Goss -Dexter
Link" Belt

Divco-Wayne

Allis -Chalmers
Edgecomb Steel

Piper Aircraft

Schenley Ind.

Crucible Steel

Harley Davidson
United Fruit

Sinclair Oil

Home Insurance

Great America

Great American
Holding Co.

Clevite

U.S. Pipe

SCM

None
FMC

Boise-Cascade

Unsettled

Williams
Chris Craft

Glen Alden

Co]t Ind.

AMF
AMK

Atlantic

City Investing

LTV

National General
Gould

Walter

Source: Compiled by author from selected financial journals and

news articles in Wall Stre et Journal and the New York Times .
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Available information shows that City Investing, for example,

was engaged in bidding to acquire a major corporation in four in-

stances. AMK and Bangor Rinta bid against other firms for two

large corporations. As many as four companies bid for Miehle-Goss-

Dexter and Allis Chalmers. In addition, SCM and Great America

bid for Glidden. Shortly after SCM vjqs successful in its bid for

Glidden, Great America was taken over by Ling-Ternco-Vought. Gould

National outbid TRW for Clevite. Even the firms selected here are

not inviolable. UMC was controlled by Liquidonics as of December,

1968. A bid to take over Glen Alden was made by Rapid American.

Subject to data limitations mentioned previously, the test in-

dicates some of the bidding activity which takes place among ac-

quiring firms for potential candidates, and a tendency is clearly dem-

onstrated .

The fourth test of this hypothesis is the movement of price

paid for acquired firms over time. There are at least two competing

influences on the price an acquiring firm is willing to pay. One of

these influences will tend to drive prices up, and it has been men-

tioned previously: the intensity of the desire for firms to acquire and

competition among acquiring firms. The second influence may miti-

gate the first. As acquiring firms gain in expertise, they m.ay find

means to make an offer more attractive through, for example, various
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purchase options, contingent payments to be made in the future on

earnings, and other means, without raising the price. Of course,

there is no way to isolate the effects of either influence. Obvious-

ly, there are m.any other influences on purcliase price which cannot

be known, or which cannot be quantified even if known. The author

believes that on balance the aggressiveness of conglomerates will

result in rising prices for acquired firms as potential acquiring firms

bid against one another.

Data in Appendix VIII have been compiled partly for this pur-

pose. By way of explanation, information in the last column of

Appendix VIII was computed by dividing average annual earnings into

the price paid for firms acquired, and by dividing current annual

earnings into purchase price. The latter computation was done only

for the totals. Each year's average earnings purchased was divided

into the total price paid for firms acquired in that year. Thus, a

year-by-year comparison can be made of the "times earnings paid"

for firms acquired. Where current and average annual past earnings

were not materially different, no separate calculation was made for

"times current earnings" purchased.

The following tabulation is a summary of the relevant data

from Appendix VIII:
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Number o f Firn^s

Price times earnings purchased increased, 1968.

over 1967 25

Steady increase in price times earnings purchased
1966-1968 14

Steady decline in price times earnings purchased
1966-1968 7

Fairly constant times earnings paid, 1963-

1968 4

Overall times earnings paid, based on average
past earnings, 25 times or greater ... 11

Overall times earnings paid, based on current

earnings, 25 times or greater 5

Firms paying more tihan the average times earn-

ings paid by all firms in:

1967 15

1968 10

It may be seen that twenty-five, about 60 per cent of the forty-three

firms, paid a higher price relative to earnings in 1968 than they paid

in 1967. More than one-half of the firms have shov«/n a steady, if

erratic, increase in times earnings paid over several years. In con-

trast, seven firms have shown a fairly regular decline in times earn-

ings paid for firms acquired. There is a third group of four compa-

nies for which times earnings paid has remained nearly constant in

the latest three to five years shown. The remainder of the firms,

seven, have had wide fluctuations in times earnings paid from year

to year, vath no trend established.

The times earnings paid for acquired firms varies widely among

the selected companies. Using times average annual earnings paid,

nineteen firms have paid twenty times earnings, or more. Nineteen
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others have paid betv.'een ten and nineteen times earnings and five

have paid ten times earnings or less.

Prices paid by the selected firms may be compared with the

average times earnings paid by all acquiring firms for all their ac-

quired firms in 1967 and 1968. In 1967 the average paid for all ac-

quired firms was eighteen times earnings and 1968, twenty-five

times. Of the selected conglomerates, ten paid in excess of the

average in 1968 and fifteen paid more than the average in 1967.

The results of this test have only limited usefulness to the

acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis that conglomerates have an

aggressive acquisition policy. This is true partly because of the

wide fluctuation in price paid relative to earnings over time and be-

tween firm.s and partly because of the unidentifiable factors influ-

encing price. The results of the test, however, have some useful-

ness in that they shov7 an established trend by the majority of the

selected conglomerates to pay more for firms acquired, relative to

earnings, in 1968 than in 1967.

The final test of this hypothesis is the test for the variety

of purchase terms and mediums of exchange used by conglomerates to

Gilbert Burck, "The Merger Movement Rides High," Fortune
,

LXXIX, No. 21 (February, 1967), 79ff.



MEDIUMS OF EXCHANGE USED, ACCOUNTING TECHNIQUE

SELECTEiD AND NUMBER OF DEFERRED PAYMENTS USED
BY THE SELECTED FIRMS FOR THEIR ACQUISITIONS

MEDIUMS OF
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effect a take-over. It is expected behavior for a coriglomornte, as

an aggressive acq-uirer, to use various purchase terms, modes of

payment and mediums of exchange in order to entice a prospective

firm to accept the offer. With many other acquiring firms also

seeking to acquire, it is likely that more and more variety will be

used. Obviously, this behavior is complementa'ry to the expected

behavior that conglomerates will pay higher prices for acquired firms

In addition, this test has a relationship to the growth hypothesis.

One motive for an aggressive acquisition policy is the desire for

high growth rates. It is expected that an aggressive acqurring firm

<s likely to use terms of purchase and mediums of exchange which

will prom.ote the highest growth rate.

Not only is the conglomerate expected to use a wide variety

of terms, but it is expected to emphasize equity securities as the

medium of exchange. Moreover, the method of payment affects the

accounting treatment accorded the acquired firm in co.nsolidated state-

ments. The accounting treatment directly affects the conglomerate's

reported earnings. Because the pooling method of accounting for

consolidations has a more favorable effect on earnings than does

the purchase technique, it is expected that conglomerates will show
a prefe..ence for the pooling method. The pooling method yields

higher co.nsolidated earnings than the purchase method because no

goodwill is recognized requiring amortization under the pooli.ng
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purchase price satisfied with bonds or cash is shown as a purchase,

and the portion in stock is accounted for as a pooling.

There were sixteen acquisitions made by the selected con-

glomerates in which deferred payments of some type were used.

This test is significant because the results show, for the

most part, that selected conglomerates have used a variety of pur-

chase terms or methods of payment. Four firms stand out as

lacking in variety: AMK, which has used common and preferred in

combination; Parker-Hannifin, which has used cash primarily; and

Clark Equipment Company and UMC, both of which have used only

common stock. Moreover, as expected, the conglomerates showed

a marked preference for common stock as the method of payment and

the pooling technique as the method of accounting.

The hypothesis that conglomerates have an aggressive ac-

quisition policy appears to be acceptable. Reasons for its accep-

tance are several. First, data accumulated showed that the selected

conglomerates have acquired many firms, that they acquire firms fre-

quently and that their acquisition activity has increased steadily in

the past several years. Second, while information was limited, that

which was available demonstrated that the firms do resell some ac-

quisitions. Data showed that over 10 per cent of all the firms ac-

quired by the conglomerates were resold. Third, and again in face
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technique; also, the basis of assets for depreciation purposes is

not raised using the pooling method.

Data relative to this test are tabulated on Pages 82 to 85 .

The various mediums of exchange used are shown in the first ten

columns . The accounting treatment accorded the, acquired firms in

the consolidated financial statements is shown in the next two col-

umns. The last column shows the number of acquisitions with de-

ferred payment terms made by the firm.

Common stock alone v;as used by the firms as the medium of

exchange in nearly as many instances as all other mediums alone or

in combination. Preferred stock convertible into common was next

most widely used. Cash, as the sole medium of exchange, was

used sparingly. Cash was used with stock or bonds in 115 instances.

Common stock warrants were rarely used. In all, ten methods or

combinations of methods of payment were used by the conglomerates.

They have made use of cash, common stock, preferred stock and

bonds, alone and in almost all combinations.

The pooling of interest technique was used by the conglom-

erates to account for their acquired firms three to one over the pur-

chase method'. In twelve instances both the pooling and purchase

methods were used. This was limited to acquisitions where bonds

or cash were used in conjunction with stock. That portion of the
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of limited data, it is clear that conglomerates have a tendency to

bid for their acquisition. Fourth, there is a tendency for the se-

lected conglomerates to pay higher prices for firms acquired each

year. Finally, it is obvious from observing data presented that

the conglomerates use varied terms and methods of payment in an

attempt to satisfy the desire to acquire.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Firms Acquired Are Easily Disposed Of

There are three tests of this hypothesis presented: 1) sell-

off activity of the selected conglomerates; 2) policy of the firm Vv'ith

respect to selling firms acquired; and 3) policy of the firms with re-

spect to retaining management of the acquired firms.

The first test of this hypothesis is the sell-off activity of

the forty-three firms. That firms acquired are resold is evidence

that a market exists facilitating resale. The more resales of firms

that are made, the more the indication is that firms are easily sold.

All the information relevant to this test has been presented

previously. Reference is made here to Page 74 where the data are

summ.arized. The warning given earlier concerning the limitations of

sell-off data is equally applicable here.

The significance of the test to the hypothesis now under con-

sideration rests with the ability of tlie relevant data to show that
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scll-offs occur in large number and witli frequency. The author be-

lieves this is demonstrated. More than 10 per cent of acquired

firms were resold, and almost 5 per cent (2 0) of the selected com-

panies sold at least one acquisition in each of two of tlie last six

years presented. Final evaluation of the efficacy of this test is

reserved until the next test is completed.

The hypothesis that acquired firms are readily sold is also

tested according to the stated policy of the firms with respect to

selling acquisitions. If conglomerates are expected to sell firms

acquired readily, they must be willing to do so. This willingness

is manifest in the stated policy of the firm.

Information presented on Page 33, "Stated Goals of the Firm,"

shows that seventeen of the forty-three have a stated policy of

selling firms acquired which do not m.eet criteria. Of these seven-

teen firms, three have not sold an acquisition. Thus, betv/een the

thirty firms which have sold at least one acquisition and the three

firms which state that they would, thirty-three of the selected con-

glomerates would sell or have sold acquisitions.

Reference to data on Pages 36 and 37, "Requirements or

Criteria Stated by Conglomerates for Their Acquisitions," shows that

twenty-four firms have stated a required return on investment, and

ten of these related the requirement specifically to their acquisitions
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Thus, it may be inferred that acquisitions not meeting required re-

turn on investment percentages, where steited, have been or will be

sold by the acquiring firms.

Considering the results of this test with those of the test

for sell-off activity, the author believes there are sufficient grounds

for asserting that the tests successfully emphasize the readiness of

conglom.erates to sell at least some of their acquisitions. The fact

that a number of acquired firms have been resold lends support to

the belief that a ready resale market exists . Such a market makes

additional sales easier than if no such market were available.

The final test of this hypothesis is the stated policy of the

selected conglomerates toward retaining management of acquired

firms. It has been argued, previously, that firms are expected to

be more easily sold v^^hen management will accom.pany the firm than

when the conglomerates must supply the management.

Data on Pages 36 and 37, "Requirements or Criteria Stated

by Conglomerates for Their Acquisitions," show that thirty-three of

the selected firms have some requirements with respect to manage-

ment. Fourteen are explicit that management of the acquired firm

must rem.ain." Nineteen firms require "competent" management. There

is no real point in requiring that acquired firms have competent

management unless that management is expected to remain. Nine of
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the thirty-three firms have stated both the desire for competent

management and the desire that management remain, and they have

been tabulated under both categories. Thus, twenty-four of the

firms, more than 50 per cent of the selected conglomerates, either

require competent management, or management that will stay on.

Some individual firms have made rather strong statements

about their policy of retaining management. For example, Trans-

america states that the primary reason for acquiring firms is to ac-

quire management talent. Bangor Punta has a stated policy of pat-

ting management of acquired firms under a bonus agreement to assure

that they will remain. International Telephone and Telegraph ac-

quired at least one firm with a contingent paymient provision' con-

ditioned on retaining management. If the management is relieved

by International Telephone and Telegraph, then the management is

to be paid an additional eight million dollars. The largest number

of policy statements made by the firms, on any issue, have been

about management.

The test results show that the conglomerates place great em-

phasis on retaining management of firms acquired. More than one-

half of the selected firms are explicit that management is kept or im-

ply it by requiring competent managemicnt.

The hypothesis that conglomerates can readily dispose of un-
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wanted acquisitions is accepted. The fact that acquired firms arc

resold in large numbers relative to total firms acquired supports tlic

view that a market exists facilitating resale. That the majority of

the acquiring firms have stated a policy that acquisitions failing

to meet standards will be sold is construed as meaning the firms

believe they can resell firms acquired. In addition, support for

the hypothesis exists because management of the firms acquired is

kept v>/hen the firm is purchased, further facilitating resale.



CHAPTER V

TESTS OF THE HYPOTHESES THAT CONGLOMEMTES RETAIN
MANAGEMENT OF ACQUIRED FIRMS AND THE

STRUCTURE OF CONGLOMERATES

The final two hypotheses will be tested in this chapter.

These hypotheses are: the hypothesis that management of the ac-

quired firm is retained by the conglomerate and the hypothesis that

conglomerates are loosely structured with many divisions.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Management of Acquired Firms Is

Retained

The three tests of this hypothesis are: 1) stated policy of

the firm relative to the retention of management; 2) contingent pay-

ments to management of the acquired firm based on future profits;

and 3) stock options offered to management of the acquired firm by

the acquiring firm.

The first test and data relative thereto have been presented in

a previous chapter as a test of another hypothesis. The test will

not be repeated here. It is necessary only to defend the test as

efficacious to the present hypothesis. In brief, when a conglom-

erate stcites it has a policy that management is kept or that

94
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competent management is a necessary prerequisite to acquiring a

firm, it seems obvious that management is kept when possible.

The test has significance because it demonstrates the im-

portance of management of acquired firms to the acquiring firms.

The incidence of contingent payments to sliareholders of the

acquired firms by the acquiring firm is the second test of this

hypothesis. It is expected that a desire to retain management will

be demonstrated if it can be shown that conglomerates enter into

contracts to make payments contingent on future profits generated

by the acquired firm. The future profits are stated in cumulative

terms indicating that past profits of the acquired firm are to be con-

tinued, and that it is improvement which is rewarded. It is not

likely that a conglomerate would supply its own m.anagement to an

acquired firm and then reward the acquired firm's shareholders for

that management's performance. Moreover, it may be a difficult

task for most conglomerates to supply management to firms acquired

inasmuch as conglomerates have management personnel only in

limited numbers .

The number of acquisitions made by each conglomerate in-

volving payments contingent on future profits is tabulated on Page 96.

Such agreements were found in 132 instances where firms were ac-

quired by the selected firms, representing about 10 per cent of the
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AS PART OF PURCHASE PmCE OF ACOU J5ITIONS

INCIDENCE OF NUMBER OF ACQUISITIONS IN-

OPTIONS PURCHASED VOLVING PAYMENTS CONTINGENT
ON FUTUPJE PROFITSCOMPANY
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total firms acquired by this group. Twenty-three of the forty-three

conglomerates made contingent payment agreements. Six of the

twenty-three made ten or more such agreements. One firm, U.S.

Industries, made thirty contingent payment agreements. This is

nearly 5 per cent of U.S. Industries' total acquisitions.

Considering the number of contingent payment agreements and

the number of conglomerates which use this technique, the test is

successful in pointing out the extent to which this technique is used

to assure that management will remain. The results of this test

may be considered along with the test which follows.

The final test of this hypothesis is the incidence of stock

options offered management of the acquired firm. Where stock op-

tions are given it may be assumed that there is additional induce-

ment for management to remain. Management with options to purchase

the conglomerate's stock is in much better position to exercise a

voice in the operation, and as a result, in the profitability of his

firm if he remains than if he leaves. The profitability of the acquired

firm, of course, has direct influence on the profitability of its parent.

Data shown on Page 96 show the number of stock options

given by the acquiring firm to management of acquired firms. In all,

twenty-nine such instances were found. In fifteen of the twenty-nine

instances, the conglomerates replaced existing stock options with

their own.
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Comparing the data for stock options given and contingent pay-

ment agreements together, five firms which did not make contingent

payment agreements gave options to management of acquired firms.

This test, then, is complementary to the previous one, and showed

that five firms which did not agree to pay future money to manage-

ment of acquired firms did give that management stock options.

This hypothesis that managem.ent of acquired firms is kept is

accepted primarily on the basis of the results of the first test.

There it was shown that thirty-three of the selected conglomerates

require good management — management who will remain. The re-

sults of the other two tests support the acceptance of the hypothesis,

but because of lack of data, they are not sufficient themselves to

warrant acceptance.

Tests of the Hypothesis That Conglomerates Are Loosely Structured

Organizationally with Many Divisions

Five tests of this hypothesis are presented: 1) number of di-

visions of conglomerates; 2) method of operating divisions; 3) inci-

dence of purchase price payments contingent on future profits;

4) structure and function of the firm's executive m^anagement; and

5) central office functions performed for divisions.

Information concerning the extent of the use of divisions by

the selected conglomerates will be relevant to that portion of the
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hypothesis that conglomerates have many divisions. Many, in the

sense used here, refers both to the absolute number of divisions

and to the relative number of divisions considering the number of

firms acquired

,

The results of the first test of this hypothesis are shown in

Appendix V, and they are summarized below:

Number of Divisions (as of 12/31/68,
or fiscal years ending early in 1969) Number o f Firms

More than 100 2

50-99 7

25-49 12

10-24 11

Fewer than 10 5

Data not available or not

estimable 6

TOTAL 43

Two of the firms do not state the number of their divisions. Four

others use such vague terms as "major operations" or "operating

groups," and no estimate of the number of their divisions could be

made. The number was estimated for seven of the firms by reference

to listings of district office locations and "managers." For one of

the seven, Boise Cascade, the estimate was made by using listings

of "mills, plants, and distributors."

Twenty firms have twenty-five divisions or more. Two firms

have over 100. At the other extreme, nine companies have fewer

than ten divisions. Of course, the number of divisions will likely

change as firms are acquired or sold.
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Finns do not use uniform terminology to describe their divi-

sions. For example, International Telephone and Telegraph calls its

divisions "companies." Ling-Temco-Vought has nine "major subsid-

iaries" which themselves have subsidiaries or divisions. Aside from

possible legal implications, there seems no substantive difference

between a "division," a "company" or a "subsidiary. " Several of the

conglomerates have foreign as well as domestic subsidiaries, but

foreign subsidiaries have been excluded unless they are known to

have been acquired.

Data are presented on Pages 42 to 45 giving the number of

firms acquired by year, and on Page 74 giving the number of firms

sold. A comparison of these two sets of data with those of Appendix

V is presented in Appendix X. Of the forty-three firms, three have

exactly the same number of purchased firms retained, i.e., firms

purchased minus firms sold, as they have divisions. Seventeen oth-

ers have firms retained nearly equal to the number of their divisions.

Of the remaining twenty-three firms, only four had fewer divisions

than firms retained.

Results of this test indicate that conglomerates have many di-

visions and that firms acquired, especially when they are large firms,

become divisions. One firm, Lear-Siegler, states that acquired firms

become divisions.
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The next test of this hypothesis is the manner in which firms

operate their divisions. The author believes that a loose organiza-

tional structure requires that divisions have autonomy. One indica-

tor that firms do operate their divisions in the expected fashion is

the stated policy of the firm.

A compilation of data concerning the policy of the firms to-

ward operating their divisions is presented in Appendix VI, All of

the companies having a stated policy concerning the operation of their

divisions allow divisions some degree of autonomy. Two of the com-

panies place a restriction on autonomy, stating that divisions are

"partly" autonomous. The policy of three companies to allow "free-

dom and flexibility" to divisions and of four to give divisional man-

agement "full responsibility" is construed as synonymous with a

policy of autonomy. Thus, there are thirty-two firms which state

that divisions are operated autonomously, and two more which allow

partial autonomy.

The test results show that nearly 80 per cent of the selected

firms state as a policy that acquired firms are operated autonomously.

The results give strong support to the hypothesis, in the author's

judgment.

The third test of this hypothesis is the incidence of purchase

price payments contingent on future profits. It may be expected that,
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when purchase price is predicated on future earnings as well as an

immediate outright payment, there is a necessary separation in re-

cord keeping and management function in order that profits of the

acquired firm be computed as the basis for the contingent payment.

Data relative to this test have been presented under the re-

tention of management hypothesis and will not be repeated here.

The significance of the test to the present hypothesis is partly

contingent on the extent of data available. One hundred thirty-two

instances were found of contingent payment agreements being given.

This is grounds for a belief that the test is successful in indicating

a tendency by conglomerates to keep divisions sufficiently separate

so that divisional profits can be determined and management paid

where appropriate.

The structure of the conglomerates' executive management will

constitute the fourth test of this hypothesis. It may be expected

that functions performed by headquarters for divisions are general

rather than specific. This follows from the proposition that divisions

are autonomous. Moreover, the needed services supplied by central

management should be few in number. It follows that a few general

services require minimum personnel and the top management group

should be small. The term "general" as used here refers to advisory

type functions and the word "specific" to detailed operations.
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Available data relative to the number of executive management

of the selected conglomerates are presented in Appendix VII. Each

selected company is listed in the appendix and, where information is

available, the number in the executive management group is shown

in the middle column. The last colum.n shows the functions performed

for divisions as stated by the conglomerate. Twenty-eight of the

firms do not report the size of the central management team. Two

companies report that the executive group is "very small." Three

firms give information about the number included in "headquarters

staff," which presumably includes cJerical and other lower-level ad-

ministrative personnel, as well as top management. It was not pos-

sible to discern the composition of the figures supplied. For exam-

ple, some firms have "group chairmen" as well as division heads or

managers . Whether the chairmen should be counted in the executive

management category is questionable. If it could be determined how

many of this classification were included in each company's figures,

comparability, at least, could be achieved by either including or

eliminating that category for each firm.

Some of the conglomerates state a figure which includes head-

quarters staff and others do not. It is not possible to tell whether

the figure includes clerical employees or not. Of the firms which

stated the number of top management, three had fewer than eighteen.
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The significance of this test of the hypothesis is impaired by

lack of data. The author believes that data are so limited that the

hypothesis is neither supported nor denied.

The final test of the hypothesis that conglomerates are loose-

ly structured with many divisions is the services^ performed by cen-

tral office for divisions. It has already been reasoned that the ser-

vices are expected to be general and few in number.

Appendix VII contains available information. Si>ctecn firms

have stated specific functions performed for divisions. City Investing

states that it provides divisions with a "financial umbrella." Trans-

america states only that it makes "broad policy." No statements

concerning functions performed could be found for the remaining

twenty-five firms .

Including City Investing, there are eleven firms which provide

minimum services for divisions, such as target setting, evaluation

and financial services. Four more firms also give assistance in

marketing, accounting and other areas. One firm, Parker-Hannifin,

supplies a more specific group of services. Eighty-four per cent of

the conglomerates stating the functions they perform for their divi-

sions provide 'some kind of financial service. The "planning" func-

tion is supplied by 32 per cent of the companies, and 26 per cent

set goals and evaluate performance.
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Data relative to this test are limited, as was the case in

the previous test. There is, however, a degree of consistency

among the firms for which information is available in the services

they perform for their divisions. Fifteen of the firms have stated

that functions performed are general in nature and few in number.

Thus, the results of this test show a clear tendency in support of

the hypothesis.

Considering all the results of the five tests, the hypothesis

that conglomerates are loosely structured with many divisions is ac-

cepted. Lack of information had to be considered in arriving at this

conclusion, but except for data concerning the number of executive

management of conglomerates, the results all show a clear trend.

Results of the first test show that the majority of the conglomierates

have many divisions. Stated policies of the firms demonstrate that

divisions are operating with near autonomy. The incidence of con-

tingent payments found indicates a tendency by conglomerates to sep-

arate the record keeping function so that profits can be determined

for acquired firms. Finally, the data available shov; that many of

the conglomerates allow divisions freedom of detailed operation, sup-

plying only general services.



CHAPTER VI

THE CONGLOMERATE: ITS NATURE AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Eight characteristics of conglomerates have been posited as

hypotheses subject to testing. Forty-three conglomerates have been

selected as representative of the group, and these firms were used

to accumulate data to support or deny the hypotheses.

The first hypothesis, that conglomerates are diversified, v^as

accepted on the grounds that conglomerates have many products, and

that they operate in several industries without dependence on one

product or industry.

The second hypothesis is that the diversification of conglom-

erates is achieved largely through acquisition. This hypothesis was

accepted as a result of the data presented. It was shov/n that con-

glomerates frequently acquire other firms and in large numbers. The

data also showed this activity to be partly a result of a stated de-

sire by the conglomerate to diversify. Moreover, it was demionstrated

that the earnings of firms acquired have significant effect on the

earnings of the conglomerate. This v/as important to show the extent

106
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of the impact of acquired firms on the diversification stated as a

goal by the conglomerates

.

It was concluded that the hypothesis of the continuity of ac-

quisitions is acceptable. This was true because of the goals of

the firms for diversification and growth in earnings. A desire for

growth in earnings encourages continuing acquisitions. The data

showed conglomerates have continued to acquire other firms and that

activity has grown nearly every year from 1959 to 1968.

That conglomerates have high growth rate goals was confirmed

by the stated goals of the firm and by their performance. Thus, the

fourth hypothesis was accepted.

This is also true of the hypothesis that conglomerates are

aggressive acquirers. Data showed limited evidence that conglom-

erates bid for potential firms, that they acquire frequently, that firms

acquired are also sold in large numbers relative to the number of

firms purchased and that conglomerates paid higher prices in recent

years than in earlier years.

The conclusion was reached that firms acquired are easily sold

because a ready market exists facilitating resale, because conglom-

erates, for the most part, have a stated policy of divesting them-

selves of unv/anted firms and because the conglomerates keep the

management of acquired firms which facilitates resale.
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The seventh hypothesis, that management of firms acquired

is retained, was acceptable on the grounds that the conglomerates

stated retention of management as a policy, and the congJornerates

pay additional sums of money to management as part of the purchase

price.

The last hypothesis, that conglomerates are loosely structured

with many divisions, was also accepted. The results of all data

strongly supported this conclusion. It was demonstrated that the

many divisions of conglomerates are operated with autonomy, espe-

cially in the area of separate financial records, and that the central

office leaves operations to the divisions and performs only general

functions for divisions.

The Behavioral Pattern of the Conglomerate

Viewed from a broad perspective, the demonstrated behavior

of conglomerates makes possible a characterization of the conglom-

erate corporation as one which is actively buying other firms for

diversification and earnings growth. This primary function is made

possible by using good management, an appropriate organizational

structure and a market, which the conglomerate helped to create,

where firms can be bought and sold.
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Implications for the Future

Assuming that the acceptance of the hypotheses is justified

in a logical sense, they may be taken together as a theory of the

behavior of conglomerates . An important function of theory is its

ability to explain the conglomerate phenomenon. , The author believes

that this function has been accomplished in this dissertation. Anoth-

er important function of theory is its usefulness in serving as a

foundation to predict the future impact of conglomerate behavior. In

this manner, the future importance of conglomerates can be estimated

and assessed. Each of the behavioral characteristics of conglomer-

ates which have been developed will be analyzed and possible impli-

cations enumerated.

One of the implications of the diversification characteristic of

conglomerates has been mentioned previously: the effect of diversi-

fication on risk reduction. It is expected that conglomerates will

continue to diversify to gain the benefits of risk reduction. For the

conglomerate this means lower capitalization rates and stock prices

which are higher than if there were no diversification.

Another possible effect of conglomerate diversification is the

influence on other firms not considered conglomerates. It seems like-

ly that other firms have or will find diversification even more desir-

able in the future in order to meet the competition of conglomerates
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for capital funds. Thus, the benefits of low capitalization rates

will be sought by other firms competing for both debt and equity

financing

.

Two additional influences of conglomerate diversification are:

first, the demand for experienced management in a particular spe-

cialty or industry will probably become more intense as diversifica-

tion proceeds. The reason seem.s obvious. The acquiring firm is

not expected to have intimate knowledge of each industries' intri-

cacies. Therefore, the acquiring firm must seek, management familiar

with the industry. Second, the organizational structure of the con-

glomerate may be expected to become even more decentralized than

it now is. This is true because the more diversified the firm be-

comes, the less likely it is that the conglomerate's management can

continue to exercise the degree of control now existing. Thus, top

management will likely concentrate on fewer control measures, making

the controls which remain more refined.

There is a fifth possible effect of conglomerate diversification.

For investors, conglomerates perform the risk reduction function dif-

ferently than investment vehicles such as mutual funds. Both con-

glomerates and mutual funds yield diversification and consequent

risk reduction, but conglomerates exercise a degree of control over

their investment not approached by mutual funds . Thus , conglomerates
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have two alternatives: one, the conglomerate can alter a situation

considered unsatisfactory within a firm controlled; or two, conglom-

erates can divest themselves of the firm completely. The other in-

vestment vehicles having diversification usually lack the degree of

control required to make changes within the firm. Thus, their

course of action is limited to sale of the stock.' Investors seeking

diversification may in the future lean more toward conglomerates

which have two options rather than toward a mutual fund which has

only one.

The three characteristics of conglomerates, that acquisitions

are a means of diversification and of achieving high growth rate

goals and that acquisitions are a continuing activity, are generally

complementary because each is useful in describing conglomerate ac-

quisition activity. There are several predictable effects of these as-

pects of conglomerate behavior. First, given that conglomerates are

prompted by the desire for diversification and the desire for growth,

they will probably increase the number and size of firms acquired de-

spite temporary lags in acquisition activity. Second, because con-

glomerates are greatly dependent on acquisitions to maintain growth

rates or increase them, a slackening of the rate of acquisitions,

whatever the reason, is likely to cause rather wide fluctuations in

the conglomerates' share prices. The reason for this is that as the

growth rate in earnings falls share prices will also decline.
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The decline in share prices is magnified because lower prices for

the conglomerates' stock makes acquisitions less attractive than

when prices are higher. Third, as was the case in the effects of

the diversification characteristic, other firms will find it favorable

to use acquisitions as a means to higher growth rates and diversifi-

cation. Again, the share prices of the non-conglomerate firms must

be competitive in terms of capitalization rates if they are to compete

for equity funds. Fourth, and this effect is corollary to the previous

one, acquisitions are likely to find increasing favor as a means of

expansion over internal means by firms not considered as conglom-

erates .

Of course, all the possible implications of conglomerate ac-

quisition policy are contingent on the attitude and action of govern-

ment in the antitrust area. It may be speculated that government

will show increasing reluctance to allow conglom.erate mergers, and

if this is true, the effects of conglomerate acquisition policy will

be mitigated commensurately.

The implications of the aggressiveness of conglomerates to-

v/ard their acquisition policy are closely related to those of the three

characteristics just listed. This is true because the need for diver-

sification and high growth rates in earnings not only leads to m.ore

and more acquisitions, but it promotes an aggressive acquisition
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policy. That conglomerates are aggressive acquirers has many im-

plications: the demand for firms to acquire will increase and prices

may rise; alternatively, in some cases, other means will be found

to entice a prospective firm; firms will find it increasingly difficult

to resist a take-over by a conglomerate; conglomerates are likely to

make an increasing number of mistakes in their acquisitions, but at

the same time, conglomerates will probably become more expert at

the acquisition function; and finally, the number of failures by small

business will probably decline. Each of the implications is deserv-

ing of more detailed comment.

It has already been suggested that the demand by conglom-

erates for firms to acquire will probably cause an increase in the

price of prospective firms. This increase in price will ultimately be

felt in the stock markets. Higher prices for stock of acquired firms

are also likely to force acquiring firms to find more efficient means

of operating the acquired firms to avoid sacrificing return on invest-

ment. In other words, the higher the price for an investment (the

acquired firm), the more the dollar amount of return (profit) is re-

quired to maintain the same rate of return.

As the prices for prospective firms rise, acquiring firms are

likely to seek means of consummating the merger other than bidding

up the price. Some of these other means are currently in use and
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have been suggested previously: stock options to management/own-

ers, contingent payments based on future profits in excess of agreed

amounts. There are still other possibilities. Management of the

acquired firms may be given more autonom.y or authority. Manage-

ment may be offered more security through pension plans and long

term employment contracts. Sellers may be guaranteed a minimum

future price for the stock of the acquiring firm given as payment.

It is possible to project that potential candidates will find

it increasingly difficult to fend off take-overs by conglomerates.

This is true for several reasons, two of which are higher purchase

prices offered and the other inducements mentioned above. There

is another reason. That is the real possibility that the acquiring

firm Vs^ill be able to effect economies either not apparent to present

management or not possible of accomplishment by it . Thus, the

conglomerate may be able to convince shareholders of prospective

firms that their firm can be operated more effectively under the

supervision and control of the conglomerate than could be done by

present management.

The more aggressive a conglomerate is, the more firms it

will acquire. This, of course, increases the chances for a larger

number of merger failures. At the same time, however, conglomerates

will continue to develop more expertise in consummating mergers and
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in assimilating the acquired firms under the conglomerate umbrella.

The intensity of acquisition activity has in the. past, and will in the

future, continue to foster the rise of professional experts in mergers

and acquisitions. Firms can be expected to create management po-

sitions in this area. Thus, while the number of merger failures may

be expected to increase, the rate of failure per acquisition will

likely decline.

Finally, because of the intense need by conglomerates to

acquire, it may be expected that smaller firms will experience fewer

failures. Firms facing cost increases, labor problems, declining

markets or incompetent management all accompanied by losses or

prospects of losses are prime candidates for business failure. In

the future, these firms are much more likely to find a willing cor-

porate buyer, which can readily supply cost savings ideas, expe-

rience in dealing with labor unions , Vv^ider markets for products and

superior management talent, than was possible in the past. The

potential buyer may be even more willing when net operating losses

are available to offset the buyer's other income and yield a tax

savings

.

The acceptance of the characteristic of conglomerates that

they sell acquired firms easily makes it possible to project that as

the number of acquisitions increases more acquired firms will be
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resold further broadening the market for whole firms, A ready re-

sale market makes mistakes easier to divest than if no such m.arket

existed. Thus, the firms may be encouraged to make unfavorable

mergers, an activity which will eventually bring about a re-evalua-

tion of the conglomerate's stock by investors. This possibility will

likely require stricter standards for acquisitions and could well lead

to a more scientific approach to evaluating prospective acquisitions.

Operations research and capital budgeting techniques v/ill likely be

used more and more in this connection.

The characteristics of conglomerates that management of ac-

quired firms is kept and that acquired firms are operated on a de-

centralized basis will have several significant implications. One

implication for management is the effect on the management of a

firm which finds itself a candidate for take-over. Another possible

effect may be in the area of management training, that is, manage-

ment will need to be more highly specialized in particular aspects

of the overall management function. A third implication which can

be projected is the expanded use of highly decentralized organiza-

tional structures. Finally, it is expected that there will be a

pressing need for future study into what motivates management. Each

of these implications needs elaboration.

It is expected that conglomerate behavior toward management
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will result in a general increasing of the efficiency of management.

The reason for this is that management retained will likely find

more stringent requirements imposed by the conglomerate, such as

the imposition of target rates of return which must be met. In ad-

dition, management retained will also find that the conglomerate

has a much better refined method of evaluating its performance than

did the old shareholders. Thus, management which does not meet

requirements or render the standard of performance necessary will

likely be removed. Of course, an alternative to removing manage-

ment is for the conglomerate to sell the acquired firm along with

its management, but management will find another set of standards,

and ultimately mediocre management will be replaced. This, of

course, promotes a higher level of proficiency among the managers

who have remained.

It has already been suggested that conglomerates will influ-

ence management to become even more specialized. This is true

partly because of the diversity of the conglomerate and partly be-

cause of the decentralization of its organization. Divisional man-

agement can afford to concentrate on management functions peculiar

to the operations of his division and can leave other functions, such

as financing a'nd budgeting, to conglomerate headquarters. In this

way, conglomerate management also can become more specialized .

The changing needs for management specialties may cause a shifting
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of emphasis at the management training and development leveJs.

Not only is it possible that emphasis will change, but it is also

likely that new areas of specialization will gain special importance,

One such area, mentioned earlier, is acquisitions management.

The type of structural decentralization practiced by conglom-

erates is likely to increase in favor with other firms as well as

with conglomerates. IV'o reasons have been given, that is, decen-

tralization facilitates specialization and encourages greater manage-

ment efficiency. Another reason to expect an expansion of the use

of the decentralized organizational structure technique is that it re-

duces interdependence between divisions and central management,

facilitating divestiture, and further reducing risk.

Finally, conglomerate behavior will cause an increasing em-

phasis on the need for isolating factors which motivate management.

This is especially true in view of the extent of decentralization.

It has already been stated that conglomerates have used various

means of encouraging management of prospective firms to approve

the merger and to remain afterwards, and it is expected that these

means will continue to be explored and that others will no doubt be

developed

.

Conclusi

Conglomerates have already had great impact on securities
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exchanges, capital funds markets and traditional ideas of manage-

ment organization and function and corporate structure. They have

accomplished this by making great use of economies of scale, risk

reduction techniques and a manifest affinity of common stockholders

toward earnings growth. If conglom.erates continue to behave as

they have in the past, their influence will continue to spread.

Conglomerate behavior needs continued surveillance, for as one

writer has stated fittingly:

. . . the true role of the multi-industry corporation

in the American economy will not be known for another

decade. If time and trial prove that its theoretical

potential for lowering risk and raising returns on
corporate capital are realizable, the conglomerate
format will spread further over the corporate land-

scape. Should these values elude capture or be off-

set by faults yet unseen, many of these firms will dis-

appear in a further restructuring of corporate power.

Viewed in a broader perspective, the great wave
of conglomeration attests to the flexibility and adapt-
ability of the U.S. economy in response to underlying

structural changes. It demonstrates that stockholder

control of corporations continues to be a vital force.

Stock holders are not faceless and spineless figures

depicted by theorists, and managements ignore them
at their peril. No institution of a democratic society

should be above challenge. Managements of great

corporations need to confront the contingency of take-
over bids as a stimulus to unremitting exercise of skill,

resourcefulness, and imagination. The conglomerate
movement has, at least, shaken the corporate Estab-

lishment. ^

^ Neil H. Jacoby, "The Conglomerate Corporation," A Reprint

from The Center Magazine , II, No. 4 (July, 1969).
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APPENDIX I

A LIST OF SELECTED "CONGLOMERATES'

A. J. Industries

Allied Products Co.

AMK Corp.

"Automatic" Sprinkler

Bangor Punta

Bendix

Boise Cascade

Chromalloy American

City Investing

Clark Equipment Co.

Dresser Industries

Eagle-Picher

Eaton, Yale & Towne

FMC Corp.

Genes CO

Glen AJden

W. R. Grace

Gulf and Western

Houdaille Ind.

Indian Head

International Silver

International Tel. & Tel.

Y/alter Kidde

Lear-Sieglor

Lehigh Valley Industries

Ling-Temco-Vought

Litton Industries

MSL Industries

Midland Ross

National General

North American Rockwell

Ogden Corp.

Parker-Hannifin

Republic Corp.

SCM Corp.

Seilon, Inc.

TRW, Inc.

Teledyne

Textron

Transamerica

UMC Ind.

U.S. Industries

White Consolidated Ind.
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APPENDIX II

SALES MIX AND PRODUCT VARIETY BY COMPANY

COMPANY

A. J. Industries

SALES MIX (%)

Allied Products

AMK

'Automatic" Sprinkler

Bangor Punta

Bendix

Meat Products 90

Miscellaneous 10

Fire Protection Equip, 3 0.3
Fluid Controls 4.6
Profit Improvement 31.5
Electronics 9.9
Recreation 9 .

7

Defense 14

Public Security 9

Leisure Time 24

Power Systems 3

Processing Equipment 14

Fabrics 3

Agriculture 10

Railroad Operation 6

Space 14

Missiles 4

Aviation 34

Electronics 5

PRODUCT VARIETY BY
MAJOR LINES

Fire Protection Equip.

Safety & Security Sys-
tems , Fluid Controls ,

Profit Improvement
Equipment, Recreation

Products

.

Specialty Vehicles and
Components, Industrial

Fabrics, Carpeting,

Fasteners, Construc-
tion Components

,

Chemicals, Plastics,

Die Casting, Agricul-
tural Equipment.

Meat Products

Fire Systems, Fire En-
gines , Couplings , Fitt-

ings , Burglar Alarms

,

Piping Tractors , Steel

Products, Industrial

Equipment, Sporting

Goods, Vacuum Clean-
ers, Ordnance.

Boats, Jevvelry, Guns,
Traffic Control Systems,
Munitions , Engines

,

Radiators, Agriculture,

Synthetic Fibers,
Heavy Equip., Services,

Railroad Transportation.

Aircraft Components ,

Autom.obile Brakes &
Steering, Electrical

System.s, Oceanic,

122
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COMPANY

Boise Cascade

Chromalloy American

SALES MIX (%)

PRODUCT VARIETY BY
MAJOR LINES

Oceanics



PRODUCT VARIETY BY

Eaton

COMPANY
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COMPANY

Gulf & Western

SALES MIX (%)

Theatres & Film Rental 10

TV Production 7

Manufacturing 49
Distribution 9

Metals & Chemicals 8

Agricultural Products 5

Consumer Products 12

PRODUCT VARIETY BY
MATOR LINES

Food, Films, TV Pro-
ductions , Automobile
Parts, Aerospace, Ci-
gars , Financial Ser-
vices , Zinc Production,

Chemicals Distribution.

Houdaille

Indian Head

International Silver

Walter Kidde

Lear-Siegler

Machine Tools and In-

dustrial Products 43
Construction Materials
and Contracting 29

Auto Parts 28

Specialty Textiles



COMPANY

Lehigh Valley Ind.

SALES MIX (%)

Electrical and Metal
Working 35

Motivational Marketing 15

Footwear • 35

Textiles 15

PRODUCT VARIETY BY
MAJOR LINES

Flashers & Warning
Systems, Metal
Casting, Marketing
Services, Shoes,
Textiles.

Ling-Temco-Vought Food
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COMPANY SALES MIX (%)

North American
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COMPANY

Seilon

SALES MIX (%)

PRODUCT VARIETY BY
MATOR LINES

Plastics, Shoes,

Wire & Cable, Agri-

cultural Equipment,

TRW Aerospace 32

Vehicle Components 2 8

Electronic Systems 23

Industrial Equipment 17

Systems Engineering

Jet Engines , Satel-

lites & Spacecraft,

Tools , Bearings ,

Fasteners, Pumps,
Cables, Valves,

Lasers .

Tteledyne Electronic Systems and

Equipment 2

Electronics 16

Aviation 2

Materials Technology 33

Oceanology and Geo-
physics

Electronic Compo-
nents, Transistors,

Semi-Conductor Tele-

vision, Stereo, Air-

craft Controls, Cam-
eras, Metals.

Textron Consumer Products 24

Aerospace 41

Industrial Products 21

Metal Products 14

Food, Silverware,

Saws , Pens , Watch
Bands, Zippers, Eye-
glass Frames, Paper,

Bearings, Cushioning,

Staplers, Heavy Ma-
chinery, Helicopters,

Radar Systems .

Transamerica
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COMPANY

White Consolidated

Industries

SALES MIX (%)

Machinery and Equip.



APPENDK III

SPECIFIED GROWTH RATE GOALS
AS STATED BY THE FIRMSnr

COMPANY GROWTH RATE GOAL^ INTERNAL EXTERNAL

"Automatic" Sprinkler
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GROWTH GENEF^ATLD:
a

COMPANY GROWTH RATE (%) INTERNALLY EXTERNALLY

UMC 4.0(6 years) Not Available

U.S. Industries 57.5 36% 64%
White Consolidated

Industries 93.4 • Not Available

specified.

Source: Forbes , CIII, No. 1 (January 1, 1969), 45. Some growth

rates were computed by the author.



APPENDIX V

EXTENT OF DIVISIONALIZATION

COMPANY

A. J. Industries

Allied Products

AMK
"Automatic" Sprinkler

Bangor Punta

Bendix

Boise Cascade
Chromalloy
City Investing

Clark Equipment Company
Dresser Industries

Eagle-Picher

Eaton, Yale & Towne
PMC
Genes CO

Glen Alden

W. R. Grace
Gulf & Western
Houdaille

Indian Head
International Silver

International Tel. & Tel.

Walter Kidde

Lear-Siegler

Lehigh Valley Industries

Ling-Temco-Vought
Litton

MSL Industries

Midland Ross

National General

North American Rockwell

Ogden
Parker-Hannifin

Republic Corp.

SCM
Seilon

TRW
Teledyne

Textron

Transamerica

NUMBER OF DIVISIONS^

14 Divisions
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COMPANY NUMBER OF DIVISIONS'^

UMC
U.S. Industries

White Consolidated Industries

15^

48 "Companies"

^Estimated.

The nine subsidiaries have sixteen divisions and twenty-three
subsidiaries .

^As of December 31, 1968 or fiscal years ending early in 1969,

Source: Compiled by the author from annual reports of the firms

md articles in financial journals and newspapers.



APPENDIX VI

DEGREE OF AUTONOMY GIVEN DIVISIONS

POLICY WITH RESPECT TO DIVISION

Divisions Operated "Autonomously"

Management Is "Decentralized"

"Freedom & Flexibility "For Divisions"

Division Management Has "Full

Responsibility" or "Full Control"

Operate Like Separate Companies
Divisions "Partly" Autonomous

No Stated Policy

NUMBER OF



APPENDIX VII

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT

COMPANY _

A. J. Industries

Allied Products

AMK

"Automatic" Sprinkler

Bangor Punta

NUMBER IN EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT GROUP

Not Available

N.A.

N.A.

30

3

Bendix
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COMPANY

Glen Alden

W. R. Grace

Gulf & Western

Houdaille

Indian Head

International Silver

NUMBER IN EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT GROUP

Litton

MSL

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

26

International Tel, &Tel. N.A.

Walter Kidde N.A.

Lear-Siegler 25

Lehigh Valley N.A,

Ling-Temco-Vought 18

90 (Headquarters Staff)

N.A.

Midland Ross N.A.

National General N.A.

North American Rockwell N.A.

Ogden 50

FUNCTIONS PERl^ORMED
FOR DIVISIONS

N.A.

I. Strategic Planning

2 . Overall Policy

1 . Centralized Financing

2 . Public Relations

N.A.

1. Financing

2. Legal

3. Planning

4. Evaluation

I. Long Range Planning

2 . Budgeting

N.A.

N.A.

1. Sets Targets

2 . Evaluates

N.A.

1. Financial Planning

2. Legal

3. Public Relations

4. Accounting

1. Manages Capital

1. Marketing

2. Manufacturing Services

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.



COMPANY

Parker-Hannifin

NUMBER IN EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT GROUP

50 (Headquarters Staff)

Republic Corp.



APPENDLX VIII

EARNINGS PURCHASED BY WAR FOR EACH COMPANY
AND PRICE PAID FOR TOTAL EARNINGS PURCHASED

AVG. OF PAST EARNINGS OF FIRMS TOTAL TIMES
EARNINGS OF ACQUIRED LAST YEAR PRICE EARI^INGS

Y^AR FIRMS ACQUIRED
. PRIOR TO PURCH. PAID PAip

A. T. INDUSTRIES

Prior
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YEAR

AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
ACQUIRED LAST YEAR
PRIOR TO PURCH.

TOTAL
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YEAR

AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
ACQUIRED LAST YEAR
.
PRIOR TO PURCH.

CLARK EQUIPMENT CO .

TIMES
EARNINGS
PAID

Prior
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AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
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AVG. OF PAST
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YEAR

AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
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YEAR

AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
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AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
ACQUIRED LAST YEAR
PRIOR TO PURCH.

TOTAL TIMES
PRICE EARNINGS
PAID PAID

MIDLAND ROSS

Prior

to
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AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS
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AVG. OF PAST
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YEAR

AVG. OF PAST
EARNINGS OF

FIRMS ACQUIRED

EARNINGS OF FIRMS



APPENDIX DC

IMPACT OF PURCHASED EARNINGS ON
TOTAL EARNINGS'*

a
For explanation of terminology, see text beginning on Page

47.

Source: Compiled by the author from annual reports of the firms
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($00,000 omitted)
A. J. INDUSTRIES

$1,433,900

Reported Earn-

ings (Unpooled)

Cumulative
Average Earn-

ings Purchased.

1362 1963 1964 1965 1966 1957 196!
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(Millions of $)

AMK

13

12

11

10

4

3 ••

$7,166

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased
Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased

1964 1955 1966 1967 1958
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(Millions of $)
ALLIED PRODUCTS

$4,268

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

$2,495

Reported

Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative
Average Earnings

Purchased

1

1968
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'AUTOMATIC" SPRINKLER
(Millions of $)

$8,962

$6,379

Reported

Earnings

(Unpooled)

(^ Q Cumulative
Avg. Earn-

„ „ _ jngs Purch.

Cumulative
Current

Earnings

1964 1965 1966 1957

$2,121

1968

Purchased
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(Millions of $)

BANGOR PUNTA

,$7,300

- Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

" Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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BENDIX
(Millions of $)

48

$43,801

$22,313

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1961 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68
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BOISE CASCADE
(Millions of $)

48

$45,390

Reported Earn-

ings (Unpooled)

"Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings

Purchased

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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CHROMALLOY

(Millions of $)

7

4

3

$11,421

138

$6,313

——— Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

O——© Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased

1964 196; 1966 1967 1968
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CITY INVESTING

(Millions of $)

$48,121^

$38,558

$31,106

———- Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

O " O Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased
•- Cumulative Average

Earnings Purchased

1966 1967 1968

Includes $18 million in gains on sale of investments of Home Insurance
Company Pre-tax.
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CLARK EQUIPMENT CO.

(Millions of $)

$27,825

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

$2,965

1959 '60 -61 -62 '63 '64 '65 '65 '67 '68
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(Millions of $)

1963 1964

DRESSER

$34,764

$20,298

/ _^__— Reported Earn-

/ ings (Unpooled)
t

- — -- Current Average
Earnings Pur-

chased

1965 1966 1967 1968
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EAGLE-PICHER

(Millions of $)

$10,043

$4,462

Reported Earnings
(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased.

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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(Millions of $)

40

EATON, YALE & TOWNE

$49,198

.Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

$9,015

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196E
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FMC

(Millions of $)

$75,157

$32,610

-$25,552

Reported Earn-

ings (Unpoolec^

Cumulative
Current Earn-

ings Purch.

Cumulative
Current Earn-

ings Purch.

1959 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '66 '67 '68
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GENESCO

$32,005

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

^ ^Cumulative Cur-
^ Vrent Earnings Pur-

chased

- —„ ^Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings

Purchased

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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GLEN ALDEN

$32,775*

$21.84^*
"21.430*

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased.

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1964 1965 1966 1967

Including Schenley for 4 months in 196!

1968
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W. R. GRACE

(Millions of $)

$57,761

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1961 -62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68
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GULF & WESTERN

(Millions of $)

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Cur-
rent Earnings

- - -- Purchased
Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings

Purchased

1953 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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HOUDAILLE

(Millions of $)

$13,407

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Current
Earnings Purchased

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

$3,945

$2,380

1963
—

)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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INDIAN 1 1 TAD

(Millions of $)

$11,600

$5,925

$4,885

Reported Earn-

ings (Unpooled)

©~—^Cumulative
Current Earn-

^ ^ ings Purch.

Cumulative
Average Earn-

ings Purch.

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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INTERNATIONAL SILVER

(Millions of $)

$11,460

Reported Earnings
(Unpooled)

CumuJative Average
Earnings Purchased

-$2,371

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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INTERNATIONAL TEL. & TEL.

(Millions of $)

$180,150

Reported Earnings
' (Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1960 -61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68
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WALTER KIDDE

(Millions of $)

$24.65

.93

1964 1965 1966 1967

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

3Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased

- Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1968
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LEAR-SIEGLER

(Millions of $)

24

22

20

18

16 '

14

12

10

8

6 t

4

2

^^

$18,033

$14.00
/

/

/

y

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

- — Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1957 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 "66 '67 '68
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LEHIGH VALLEY

(MiHions of $)

5

$3,496*

3.125

1964 1965

^On a fully taxed basis,

1966 1967

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average

Earnings Purchased

196(
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LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT

(Millions of $)

48 •

$48,464*

/

I

/

I

$27,712

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Includes Jones & Laughlin Steel for seven months in 1968.
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LITTON

(Millions of $)

$58,456

$33,651
/

/

/
I

— Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

— Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings
Purchased

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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MSL

(Millions of $)

„„„~$3.003

1954 1965 1966 1967

-"—" Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Q Q Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased

^ Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1968



(Mil] ions of $)
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MIDLAND ROSS

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

^ ~-$2.190'

1959 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68

*Does not include purchased losses of $3 million prior to 1960.
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NATIONAL GENEI^L

(Millions of $)

$5,704-

Reported Earn-

ings (Unpooled)

Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings

Purchased

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Exclusive of the incomes of Warner Brothers, Great America Holding

Co. and Columbia Savings & Loan of which are included in Reported

Consolidated Net Income. Cosset & Dunlap is included to the extent

of pro rata time owned.
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NORTH AMERICAN ROCKV/ELL

(Millions of $)

$73,750

— Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

- Cumulative Av-
erage Earnings

Purchased

$13,854^

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
*Docs not include merger of North American Aviation into Rockwell-
Standard.
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OGDEN
(Millions of $)

$23,439

1952 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967
*Does not include Avondale Shipbuilding acquired in 1959

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

O——OCumulative Cur-
rent Earnings

„^„ ^Purchased.
Cumulative Cur-
rent Earnings

Purchased.

1968
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(Millions of $)

7

4

3

2

1

PARKER-IIANNiriN

$9,186

$.260

1966 1967 1968

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased
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REPUBLIC CORP.

(Millions of $)

$9,157

1964

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1966 1967 1968
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SCM

(Millions of $)

$17,759

-.-$13,539

Reported

Earnings

(Unpoolcd)

Cumulative
Average Earn-

ings Purch.

^

1959 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '65 '67 '68
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TRW

(Millions of $)

$72,193

8.076

Reported
Earnings

(Unpooled)

Q Cumulative
Current

Earnings Purchased
~'"*'~

Cumulative
Average Earnings
Purchased

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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TELEDYNE

(Millions of $)

27 '

$40,270
.>$39.203

——— Reported Earnings

(Unpoolcd)

G*-""© Cumulative Current

Earnings Purchased
•-~-" Cumulative Average

Earnings Purchased

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968
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TEXTRON

(Millions of $)

75
$73,999

$30,661
/
/
/
/

/

/

^^'

•—«~ Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)

- Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196!
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TRANSAMERICA

(Millions of $)

_ • Reported Earnings
,

including Occidental Life Im
Co. (Unpooled)

0- ^ Cumulative Current
Earnings Purchased

©•--0 -Reported Earnings
Excluding Occidental Life.

.^..^ Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

$90,174

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 196!
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(Millions of $)

1963

UMC

$5,972

Reported Earnings
(Unpooled)

•—--Cumulative Average
Earnings Purchased

$1,457

1964 1965 1966 1967 196i
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U.S. INDUSTRIES

(Millions of $)

36 •
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WHITE CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES

(Millions of $)

$26,535

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

Reported Earnings

(Unpooled)
©—-—O Cumulative
Current Earnings
Purch. ^ , ^.--- - Cumulative
Average Earnings

Purchased
I

1968
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CONGLOMERATE FIRMS PURCHASED^ FIRMS SOLD̂ NUMBER OF DIVISIONS^

U.S. Industries 62 8 60

White Consolidated Ind . 23 48

As of December 31, 1968 or fiscal years ended in early 1969.

N.A. Not Available

Source: Compiled by the author from Listing Statement of the

New York Stock Exc hange and annual reports of the firms.
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